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IN THIS work we consider the following problem: given a l-parameter family of map germs, 
find analytic invariants whose constancy in the family implies the family is topologically 
trivial. We solve it for an important class of germs, finitely determined map germs of discrete 
stable type, with a mild restriction on the type of family. In fact we do more; the 
stratifications of source and target associated with the family satisfy the Whitney conditions 
if our invariants are constant. Hence the family is Whitney equisingular. 
The principal tools we use are the theory of polar varieties and polar multiplicities as 
developed by Teissier, Le, Henry, Merle and Sabbah, [28, 15, 16, 121 and Thorn’s isotopy 
lemmas. However, the theory of polar varieties as described above produces invariants 
which are deformation dependent. We strengthen it so that the invariants become deforma- 
tion independent for some important special cases (which will include ours) yielding new 
results even for complete intersections with isolated singularities. 
In Section 1 we review some basic facts about finitely determined germs and complete 
intersections with isolated singularities. 
In Section 2 we describe the condition we impose on our families. 
In Section 3 we introduce the O-stable invariants of a germ, a generalization of an idea 
used by Mond [S] to study map germs from Cz to C3. We use the O-stable invariants to 
prevent the appearance of l-dimensional strata in the stratification associated with our 
families. 
In Section 4 we review the theory of polar varieties and introduce another new invariant, 
the dth stable multiplicity of type 9. In our applications we apply the theory of polar 
varieties to l-parameter families of points of a fixed singularity type. The singularity type is 
specified by 9, which is a k-tuple of local algebras, while the dth stable multiplicities control 
the relative polar multiplicities of highest order. 
In Section 5 we prove the extensions we need of the theory of polar varieties and give an 
application to complete intersections with isolated singularities. We give invariants which 
depend only on the fibers X, whose constancy implies the family is Whitney over the 
parameter axis, hence topologically trivial. 
In Section 6 we review the elements of stratification theory that we need, and apply the 
machinery of the last few sections to prove some preparatory lemmas. 
In Section 7 we prove that the constancy of our invariants is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a good l-parameter unfolding of a finitely determined germ of discrete stable 
type to be Whitney equisingular. 
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In Sections 8 and 9 we apply our main theorem to work out the minimal set of invariants 
for map germs f: C*, 0 + @ 3, 0 (Section 8) and f: C2, 0 + @*, 0 (Section 9). 
For example we can prove: 
THEOREM. Suppose fO: @*, 0 + @*, 0 is a$nitely determined germ of rank 1 at the origin. 
Suppose F: C x C*,(O, 0) -+ @ x @*,(O, 0) 1s a l-parameter unfolding offO. Then, F is topologi- 
tally trivial iflS(A(ft)) = 6(A(f0)). If F is topologically trivial then F is Whitney equisingular 
as well. 
(Here A(J) is the discriminant off,, s(A(f;)) is the 6 invariant of a plane curve (see 
Section 9 for more details).) 
1. FINITELY DETERMINED GERMS AND THEIR PROPERTIES 
We begin with some notation. We let O(n, p) denote origin preserving germs of holomor- 
phic mappings of @” to Cp, Jk(n, p) k-jets at the origin of elements of CI(n, p). We let 
W denote origin preserving diffeomorphisms of the source, 5? the corresponding group of 
the target; ZZZ = 2’ x B. There is a natural action of _& on 0(n, p). We let ~2, denote the 
pseudo group gotten by allowing non-origin preserving equivalences, and cO,(n, p) germs at 
the origin, but not necessarily origin preserving. 
We say two elements of @(n, p) are X-equivalent if their fibers over zero are isomorphic 
as schemes. (There exists a group X (see [18, 191) which has the property that two germs 
f and g are X equivalent if and only if they are in the same X orbit.) 
We denote the singular set off E Co&, p) by S( f ). It consists of all points where the rank 
of the derivative off is less than min(n, p). We denote the discriminant off by A( f ), the 
critical set off by E( f ). The ideal generated by the set of p x p minors of the derivative of 
f E O,(n, p) is denoted J( f ). If we use minors of size k we denote it Jk( f ). Iff E Lo(s + n, p) and 
we only wish to use derivations with respect to the variables in C”, we denote the resulting 
ideal by J,. f ). We denote the determinant of the derivative off E O,(n, n) by J[ f 1. We 
denote the sections off * TCp by O(f) for f E CO,(n, p), the set of sections of the form 
Df(x)(S), 5 l O(id~n) by rf(O(n)), those of the form nOf by of(O(p)). 
The basic building blocks for the map germs of this paper are the stable germs. A map 
germ f: C”, S + Cp, 0, S a finite set is stable provided O(fs) = tf(@(n)s) + of (O(p)). The 
left-hand side of the equation can be interpreted as the tangent space to the set of 
multigerms at S, the right-hand side as the tangent space to the LZZ’, orbit off; which we 
denote by T&J f) hereafter. To make sense of this equality we need some definitions. If 
f E 0(n, p) and F E cO(s + n, p) such that F 10 x @” =f, then F is a s-parameter deformation of 
f: We think of F as a map from @” to LOe(n, p). Sometimes it is technically easier to work with 
a related notion. A s-parameter unfolding of f is an F EO(S + n, s + p) such that 
F(s, x) = (s,f(s, x)) and 7’ is a s-parameter deformation off: 
We say F is a trivial unfolding off if there are s-parameter unfoldings of the identity on 
@” and Cp, say R and L such that LoFoR-’ = (id, f ). If R and L are homeomorphisms 
instead of diffeomorphism, we say F is topologically trivial. One sees easily how to define 
the multi-germ version of these ideas. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 (Mather). The map germ f is stable if” and only if every k parameter 
unfolding off is trivial for every k. 
Proof of [17] pp. 6-14. 
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This means that every path through a stable germ lies in the d, orbit of$ Thus, we can 
think of the &, orbit offas being open in the space of all germs. Consequently, for a stable 
germf, the tangent space to the -c4, orbit offwhich is tf@(n)) + wf(@(p)) must be equal to 
the tangent space to cO,(n, p) which is O(f). Mather’s theorem shows the converse holds. 
Mather also found a beautiful criterion for telling when two stable germs were ~4 equiv- 
alent. Denote the algebra o,/f*(m,)0, forfECo(n, p) by Q(f). 
PROPOSITION 1.2 (Mather). Suppose f, g ELO(~, p) are stable germs. Then f; g iff 
Q(f) = Q(g). 
Proof: cf. [19]. H 
Iffis a stable germ, i.e.,f: C”, S + Cp, 0, S a set of k points, then a similar result holds 
using the k-tuple of algebras that come from the points of S. Given a stable g one requires 
a correspondence of algebras such that corresponding algebras are isomorphic. 
A stable type is an equivalence class of stable germs, two multigerms being equivalent if 
they are right-left equivalent. Proposition 1.2 shows that we can denote a stable type by 
a k-tuple of algebras. 
The germs of principal interest in this paper are the germs of finite codimension, also 
known as the finitely determined germs. These are germs f~ Co(n, p) such that 
O(f) 
dime T&,(f) 
< co. These are the germs that appear in stable families of map germs. These 
germs have many nice properties; they are finitely determined, that is there exists k such that 
if jkg = jjf then f;g. They also have a nice relationship with stable germs. 
PROPOSITION 1.3 (Mather). Suppose f E O(n, p). Then f is jinitely determined ifSfor each 
representative F off, there exists U c C”, V c Cp neighborhoods of the origin such that 
F-‘(O) n U n Z(F) = 0 andfor each y E V, y # 0, the germ F,: C”, S + Cp, y is stable where 
S = F-‘(y)n UnC(F). 
Proof cf. [8]. n 
Such an F together with U and V will be called a good representative ofJ: 
For example, if we look at 0(2,3), the finitely determined germs are those whose images 
have normal crossings singularities with worse singularities only at isolated points. Con- 
versely, any hypersurface in C3 with smooth normalization whose only singularities in 
codimension 1 consist of normal crossings has a parameterization which is a finitely 
determined germ. 
Finitely determined germs also have versa1 unfoldings. We say two unfoldings F1, F2 of 
f are isomorphic if F2 = LoF, OR-’ where L and R are unfoldings of the identity. An 
s-parameter unfolding F2 is said to be induced from a t-parameter unfolding F1 = (id,f) if 
there exists a map h: C”, 0 + C’, 0 such that Fz is equal to h* F, = (id,J(h(s), x)). Then, F is 
a versa1 unfolding off if every unfolding off is isomorphic to an unfolding induced from F. 
Iff is finitely determined a versa1 unfolding can be constructed as follows: take a basis 
{Ui> of @(f)/T&,(f) and set F = (id,f + ZtiUi}. Then F will be a versa1 unfolding off: 
If we think of F as a map from C” to Q,(n, p). then the image of F is transverse to all the 
d4, orbits in O,(n, p). Thus all the germs to which f can be deformed show up in F (up to 
~4~ equivalence anyway). For proofs of the above assertions see [17] Chapter I. 
Returning to Lo(2,3), this implies that every germ of a hypersurface with smooth 
normalization and only normal crossing singularities in codimension 1 has a “versa1 
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deformation” theory with smooth finite dimensional base provided we think of a deforma- 
tion as a deformation of the parameterization and not as a deformation of the defining 
equation of the hypersurface. 
We now describe the type of finitely determined germ which we can deal with in this 
paper. 
We say that a stable type S appears in a versa1 unfolding F offif for any representative 
F” of F, F” = (id,f,(x)) there exists a point (s, y) E @” x Cp such that the germf,: C”, S + Cp, y 
is a stable germ of type 9, S = f; l(y) n YZ(fs). (Recall a stable type is determined and 
denoted by a k-tuple of algebras.) 
DeJinition 1.4. A finitely determined germ f~ o(n, p) has discrete stable type if there 
exists a versa1 unfolding offin which only a finite number of stable types appear. n 
Every finitely determined germf e 0(n, p) has discrete stable type if (n, p) are in the “nice 
dimensions” or on the boundary of the nice dimensions. (This can be deduced from [20].) If 
fis finitely determined andfhas kernel rank 1, thenfhas discrete stable type. IffE 0(n, n),f 
finitely determined of kernel rank 1, and f always has discrete stable type. (If 
f= (x1, * . *, xk,fo(x)) then a suspension off is anything of the form 
f”= ( x0,. . .) Xk,fO(X) + i z:, . i=l > 
The theory of contact equivalence of map germs has a parallel development with the 
theory of d equivalence. We have T&-,(f) = rf(@(n)) +f*(m,)O(f), andfis a stable germ 
for 9- equivalence iff TX,(f) = O(f) ifff is a submersion or f(0) # 0. We say f has finite 
x codimension if O(f)/ ZYe(f) has finite dimension. Iff has finite x codimension, then 
fis finitely determined with respect o the group xx. 
The analogue for Proposition 1.3 is that for every representative F off, there exists 
a neighborhood U of the origin such that the germ of F at x E F -l(O) A U - (0) is 
a submersion. This is equivalent o asking thatf - i (0) n E(f) = 0. Germs with this property 
are said to have finite singularity type. Of course, if the dimension off - ‘(0) > 0, this is 
equivalent o saying that f - ’ (0) is a complete intersection isolated singularity. 
It is well known that such germs admit versa1 deformations. Following the construction 
of [17], choose a basis {ni} for @(f)/Tx,(f) where the first p elements of the basis are 
- ei, ei the ith standard basis vector of Cp. Letf(s, x) =f + C SiUi. In Martinet’s terminol- 
ogy?is a versa1 deformation off: Iff E O(n, p) with n 2 p, let X =f- ’ (0). Then X with the 
natural projection to the parameter space C” is the semi-universal deformation off -i(O). 
For any (n, p), the projection map restricted to X is the stable unfolding of$ 
Our analogy is now clear: ZZ’ equivalence is to Lo(n, p) is to the stable germs is to finitely 
determined germs is to versa1 unfoldings as contact equivalence is to varieties is to smooth 
germs is to icis is to semi-universal deformations. A theorem which can be proved in one 
context using only this machinery should give rise to a theorem in the other context. 
The motivation for this paper had its source in the following theorem of Teissier [26] 
and Briancon-Speder [3 11. 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose X c C x Cd+l is a hypersurface which contains @ x (0) such that 
each ofthejbers X(y) = ({y} x Cd+‘)nX is a hypersurface with an isolated singularity at 0. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) The sequence p; = (pd”(X(y)), . . . , p(O) (X(y))) is independent of y E @ in a neigh- 
borhood of the origin. 
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(2) The pair (X0, @ x (0)) satisjies the Whitney conditions at the origin (and hence in 
a neighborhood of the origin). 
Proof. cf. [27] for 1) *2). [12] for 2) 3 1. n 
(Recall that 2) implies the topological trioiality of the family {X(y)}.) 
Here the sequence pLi are the p* invariants-the Milnor. number of the intersection of 
X(y) with a generic j plane in C d+l These invariants are clearly deformation independent. . 
The latest proof of this theorem ([28] pp. 474-476) uses the relative polar invariants which 
are deformation dependent. This suggests investigating the extent to which the polar 
invariants are in fact deformation dependent, and trying to get a theorem similar to 1.5 for 
icis and their analogues, finitely determined germs. 
2. GOOD UNFOLDINGS 
The theory that we develop in this paper is almost, but not quite unfolding independent. 
In this section we explain the condition we need on our unfoldings. 
Definition 2.1. Let F(u, x) = (u,f(u, x)) be a l-parameter unfolding of a finitely deter- 
mined germ fo,f(u, -) origin preserving for all u. We say F is a good unfolding off0 if there 
exist neighborhoods U and W of the origin in C x @” and @ x Cp respectively such that 
F-‘(W)= U,F sends UnC(F)- T to W-T and if (to,yo)EW- T with 
S = F-‘(t,,y,)nE(F), then the germf;,: C”,S+Cp,yo is stable. 
By a good representative of F we mean a representative together with U and a W as 
above. 
These conditions are part of what we need to achieve a “no coalescing” condition for F. 
Coalescing occurs when there is an arc of points C(t) in the domain (or target) whose 
closure includes the origin where the map germf, at C(t) is inequivalent o the germ off, at 
any nearby point (resp. the multi-germ off, at f ;‘(C(t)) n E(J)) is inequivalent o any 
nearby multi-germ. 
If F is a good unfolding, then coalescing can only occur using points of the domain of 
ft whereJ; has a zero-dimensional stable singularity. 
In the next section we will develop the notion of a O-stable invariant; the constancy of 
these invariants in the unfolding will rule out the possibility of coalescing using zero 
dimensional stable singularities-in fact it rules out coalescing by any singularity type 
which lies in the closure of the codimension n stable singularities. For any pair of 
dimensions (n, p) it should follow that there are only a finite number of kinds of singularities 
not controlled in this way. (for example, for maps f : C”, 0 + C2, 0 there are no singularities 
not controlled by the codimension n stable singularities, and for maps f: C”, 0 + C3, 0 
n = 2 there is only 1 kind, while n > 2 there are only 2 kinds.) It seems likely that a detailed 
analysis of the situation for specific (n, p) will reveal any additional invariants needed to 
ensure that any invariant constant unfolding will be good. 
By a result of Damon it is possible to calculate when an unfolding is good, and we 
describe it below. 
Since F is an unfolding of a finitely determined germ, F has finite singularity type, so 
there exists a neighborhood U of the origin such that F has a representative, again denoted 
by F, defined on U and a neighborhood W of the origin in the target such that 
(i) FIZ( F) n U + W is proper and finite to one 
(ii) F-‘(O) n C(F) n U = (0) 
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Let V c W denote the set of (u, y) E W such that if S = F-‘(u, y) n X(F) n U, then the 
multi-germ f(.u): C”, S + Cp, y fails to be stable. Then Damon has shown. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Damon). In the above situation 
(i) V is an analytic subset of W. 
(ii) There exists k such that 
(iii) Zf I’ is another ideal satisfying (ii) then v’ = ?‘(I’) satis$es v’ 1 V. 
ProoJ cf. [4]. n 
In our situation F will always be a l-parameter unfolding and the t axis (denoted T) will 
always be in V. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose F(u, x) = (u,f(u, x)) is a l-parameter unfolding of a _iinitely 
determined germ fO,f(u, -) origin preserving for all u. Then F is a good unfolding ifi 
(i) there exists kI such that rnil cOU,X Cf*(my)Ou,x + J(F) 
(ii) there exists k2 such that rni2 O(f) c 0,,, {g} + 0u.y {&} 
ProoJ: Condition (i) holds iff F-‘(T) n C(F) c TX 0 which is the first part of the 
condition for F to be good. Then, condition (ii) implies that T =I V since (f’ (my)k) c mf: 
and this implies F is good. On the other hand if F is good we know 
3. THE O-STABLE INVARIANTS 
Before beginning the construction of the O-stable invariants off,, f0 a finitely determined 
germ, recall: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The orbit of a jet z E Jk(n, p) under the group dk is a constructible set, 
hence its closure is Zariski closed. 
Proof The group dk is constructible and the map dk x z + Jk(n, p) is a regular, 
rational map, so the image, which is the orbit of z is constructible. Hence the closure of the 
orbit is Zariski closed. n 
If f: C”, S -+ Cp, y is a stable multi-germ, we say y E Cp is of stable type 1 if f is 
a representative of this stable type. Iff is stable, we denote the points of type 9 by 9( f ), and 
we let L&(f) denote f -‘(2?(f)) - L&(f), w h ere 2&(f) denotes f -‘(2?(f))nI:(f). 
If f is only finitely determined, we let 9(f) = (0) x Cp n 9(F) where F is a versa1 
unfolding off and 2&(f) = (0) xC”nm,m= (0) x@“nLi&(F). 
We say a stable 9 is O-dimensional for (n, p) if 2?(f) has dimension 0 for f l cO(n, p) 
a stable representative of type 9. 
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It is clear that 3(F) is an analytically closed set. Suppose first of all the -2; in 2 are 
distinct; then Z?(F) = n F( jP’ ’ F - ’ (&Zi)) where zi is a stable p + 1 jet of type Qi, and 
FIX(F) =j p+l F-‘(&Zi) is prop er. If some Qi is repeated I times, replace jp’ ’ F - ’ (dzi) 
by the I fold multiple point scheme of this variety. Then the proof works as before. 
Definition 3.2. Suppose A?(F) = {Q1, . . . , Q,] (F) is the set of points of a O-dimensional 
stable singularity type, F a versa1 unfolding off: The O-stable invariant of type 9 off; 
denoted m(f, 3), is the multiplicity of the ideal ~,Qs(F),(~, ,,)in Uo~,(O, O). 
This multiplicity is just the degree of the map obtained by projecting 9m onto @” using 
the projection on the first factor of C” x CP to C”. This projection gives a finite map because 
the fiber over zero is just Z?(f), which is either the origin or empty since f is finitely 
determined and 9 is a zero dimensional singularity type. (For details on the connection 
between multiplicity and degree see [25] p. 121.) 
Notice that 5!(F) lies in F@(F)); if Z?(F) involves r algebras then we know that F(_!&( F) 
dominates A?(F) and is generically r to 1. Then, r - m(f, A?) is the multiplicity of m, 09m. 
Often we can show that O9,(F) is Cohen-Macauley for a stable map F, in which case 
r.m(f, 9) is the length of O,m/m,Um. 
Example 3.3. Suppose fo: C”, 0 + @“, 0, fo = (XI, . . . , xn-l,f(x, z)), Q(fo) = 
C[z]/(z'), k 2 n + 1. Let 9 = C[Z]/(Z”+~), F( s, x, z) = (s,f(s, x, z)) a versa1 unfolding of fo. 
Then 2,(F) is defined by 0 = 8f/az = . . . = Pf/8z”, which is smooth in C” x C”. Then 
m( f0;5!) = dim 
c 
u n+S 
( af a*f Y&’ 1 . . , -p Sl, . . . 3 ss 1 
= dim 0 1 c 
(g,...,g) n 
We now show that m(J 9) is independent of the versa1 unfolding off; and is invariant 
under coordinate changes on fo. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose F and G are two versa1 unfoldings offO, then the degree of the 
map from 9(F) and from Z?(G) to their respective parameter spaces is the same. 
Proof. Suppose that G: @” x @“, 0 + C’ x Cp, 0 while F: C” x C”, 0 + Cl” x Cp, 0. We 
may assume that s < p and we form F = idc p - s x F. Since F and G are versa1 unfoldings 
off; it follows that G is isomorphic as an unfolding to h*F, where h: CP, 0 + @“, 0 is 
a diffeomorphism. Hence there exists p parameter unfoldings of the identity L = (p, r) and 
-- 
R such that LoGoR = h*F. It is clear from the definition of Z?(F) that (h, I) (S(G)) = 3. 
Thus we have the commutative diagram where the horizontal arrows are diffeomorphisms. 
hence 
the degree of n,l A?(G) = degree of n,,[a 
= degree of n,l??(F). 
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COROLLARY 3.5. Zfg = Zofi r then m(S, 22) = m(g, .9). 
Proof: If F is a versa1 deformation off; then G = (i&s, Z)oF ~(idcs, I) is a versa1 deforma- 
tion of g. But the above argument shows clearly that degrc,) 9( F) - degn,l9(G). n 
We can now show that a good unfolding F for which the O-stable invariants are constant 
has no coalescing. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose f0 E 0(n, p) is ajnitely determined germ of discrete stable type, 
F EO(~ + 1, p + 1) a good l-parameter unfolding of fO. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) All zero stable invariants are constant for fs at the origin. 
(ii) For a good representative of F there does not exist an arc 
(cI(t),cZ(t))E(@xCpn IV’)- T and multigerms felCfj: @“,S+Cp,cZ(t) with 
S = fc;&(c2(t))n C(F)n U, cz(t)E2?(f,,(,)), 2 a O-stable type. 
Proof Suppose such an arc exists. Then we can find an unfolding of F, say 6: 
@” x @ x C”, 0 -+ C” x @ x C”, which is a versa1 unfolding of fO. 
Since there are only finitely many stable types for a finitely determined germ of discrete 
stable type, we may assume our arc lies entirely in one of those types, say 9. Consider the 
map x,+~: G + Cc” x C. By hypothesis we know the arcs (0, cl(t), c2(t)) and 
0 x T x 0 c @” x @ x Cp lie in 3, and the degree 7~,+ 1 is constant along 0 x T x 0. How- 
ever, the degree at (0, 0,O) must be greater than the degree at nearby points on T because 
one of the points of the fiber of rcL,+ 1 over (0, t) has fallen into 0 x 0. Hence the arc cannot 
split. 
On the other hand suppose there is no such arc; then the local degree of rc11,+1 cannot 
change. n 
If F is not good, this proof can be used to show that the constancy of the invariants 
implies there cannot be an arc in the unfolding consisting of points which lie in the closure 
of a given O-dimensional stable singularity in the versa1 unfolding. 
This technique of using the local degree of a map to prevent coalescing is a very useful 
one. Some other examples can be found in [3] and [28]. David Mond pioneered the use of 
O-stable multiplicities in singularities of maps as a way of distinguishing between & orbits in 
0(2,3) (~231). 
4. POLAR VARIETIES 
The notion of polar varieties was developed as a means of studying the singularities of 
an analytic variety. The idea is as follows: 
Suppose f: X + S is a morphism of reduced analytic spaces uch that the fibers off are 
smooth of dimension d = dimX - dims on the complement of a closed, nowhere dense 
analytic subset F of X. Roughly, we can embed X c S x CN (or Cp x CN if S is not smooth) 
so that the diagram 
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The relative kth polar variety 0 I k I d is obtained by choosing a generic projection p: 
(cN ~ cd-k+1 
, calculating the critical set pl(f - l(s) - (f-l(s) n F)) for all s and taking the 
closure of this. This set is denoted Pk(i p) or sometimes Pk(X,f) when p is understood. 
Note that P,(J; p) = X because the fiber off has dimension d so for a projection to 
@d-k+1 = cd+1 every point is critical. 
To make this into a definition we have to specify what we mean by a generic projection. 
This means getting some notion of the kernel of the projection sitting well with respect o 
the singularity of the space. This is also an important question for the theory of singularities 
of maps on analytic spaces. The projections which define the polar varieties are the least 
singular of projections, playing a role analogous to the fold singularities of stable maps. 
This problem was solved by Teissier ([28]) using the Nash blowup and by Henry and 
Merle using the conormal modification ([ll, lo]). 
In this section we describe the Nash blowup approach. 
On the complement of F in X, the relative Gauss map af is well defined; this map takes 
the tangent plane to the fiber offat x and maps it to Cd(F), the Grassmanian of d planes 
in C”. 
Dejinition 4.1. The relative Nash blowup of X is the closure in X x G(cN) of the graph 
cr,-. It is denoted by N,(X). 
We denote the projection to X by p. 
It is convenient o study the linear projections by studying their kernels. 
Definition 4.2. If D&k+ I is a subspace of cN of codimension d - k + 1, let 
C(Dd-k+i) = { TEGd(CN)ldim(TnD,+k+l) 2 k}. 
If T is a d plane then the expected dimension of the intersection of T and DdPk+ 1 is 
d-(d-k+l)=k-l;sothepointsofC(D_ d k+ I ) are the planes which have exceptional 
COntaCt with Dd _ k + 1. If p is a linear projection whose kernel iS Dd _k + 1, then 
xc(Pif-‘(d - (f-lb)nF)) = B(~;‘(C(Dd-k+l))n ~&if--%))) 
where r denotes graph, 5, denotes the projection to Gd(cN). 
Notice that C(Dd-k+l) is not in general a smooth space; it has a stratification by the 
dimension of the intersection of TE C(Dd_k+ 1) with Dd_k+ 1. This stratification is Whitney 
WI. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Given a map germ f: (X, 0) + (S, 0) as above with S non-singular and 
a local S-embedding (X, 0) c (S, 0) x (cN, 0), for every integer k, 0 I k I d = dimX - dims, 
there exists a Zariski open W, of GN-d+k- 1 (CN), such that for every D,_,+ 1 E Wk one has: 
(i) a;’ (c(D,_, +l))n8-‘(X - F) is dense in 6;‘(C(Dd_Ir+l))redand this last space is 
empty or purely of codimension k in NI(X). 
(ii) The equality dim( /?- ’ (0) nE;‘(C(D,-k.,))) = dim/?-‘(0)-k holds if the intersection 
is not empty. 
Proof. [28] IV. 1.3. n 
Teissier actually proves more. He shows that if you fix a Whitney stratification of N/(X) 
such that /3- ’ (0) and P-‘(F) are unions of strata, then there exists an open dense set of 
Dd-k+ 1 such that as stratified Sets S x cN x C(D d k + 1) and Ns(X) intersect ransversely in _ 
S XCNX cd&=). 
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Teissier then obtains as a corollary: 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose f is aflat map with smoothfibers at every point of X - F. Let p: 
CN + Cdek+l be a linear projection such that ker p = Dd-k+ 1 in wk. For x E X - F, theJiber 
X(f(x)) is non-singular at x, contained in {f(x)} x CN and one denotes by n,: 
X(f(x)) + Cd-k+1 the restriction to X(f(x)) of the projection p. Let PK(f, p)’ be the set of 
points XEX 1 F such that x~I:(z~). Then 
(i) Pk(f,p)’ = B(ai’(C(D,-k+l))np-‘(X - F)) 
(ii) me doSure Pk(f, P) ofPk(f; P) ’ in X is a closed analytic subspace of X, purely of 
codimension k in X or empty, equal to the reduced image B(~~‘(c(D,-k,,))). 
(iii) The strict transform of Pk(f, p) by the morphism /? is equal to 67’ (C(Dd_k+ 1)) set 
theoretically. 
Proof: [28] IV. 1.3.2. 
This permits the following definition: 
n 
Definition 4.5. Given a morphism f: (X, 0) + (S, 0) as above and a S-embedding 
(X, 0) c (S, 0) x (CN, 0) and a linear subspace D&k+ I c CN contained in wk, one Cdk the 
closed analytic subspace Pk(f, p) of X, the relative polar variety of codimension k associated 
to f and Dd_k+ 1. (Here again Dd_k + 1 is the kernel of p.) 
The key invariant of Pk(fDd_k+l ) is its multiplicity which we denote by 
mo(Pk(f, Dd-k+l)) or mk(X,f). If f is the constant map, we denote this by mk(X). For 
a generic projection this turns out to be independent of Dd_k+ 1, and in fact is an analytic 
invariant. More precisely Teissier proves: 
THEOREM 4.6. Let f: (X, 0) + (S, 0) be a morphism of analytic spaces as above. 
(i) For every S-embedding (X, 0) c (S, 0) x (C N, 0), every choice of coordinates on C N-and 
for every integer k, 0 I k I d = dimX - dims, there exists a Zariski open, dense, 
Vk contained in wk of 4.3 such that the multiplicity mO(Pk(f, D&k+ 1)) at 0 of the polar variety 
Pk(f, Dd_k+l) iS independent Of Dd_k+l E v,. 
(ii) For each k, 0 I k I d this multiplicity depends only on the isomorphism class of the 
homomorphism of algebras Co,, o -+ Co,, o associated to f: 
Proof. [28] IV. 3.3.1. n 
A problem with this result is that D d k+ 1 may be in Vk for (X, 0), but it may not be in _ 
vk for (X,x), x close to 0. Thus the germ of Pk(f, Dd_k+l) at x may have the wrong 
multiplicity. 
Teissier then uses these invariants to give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
a stratification to be Whitney. The key results are: 
THEOREM 4.7 (Teissier). Let X be a reduced complex analytic space, purely of dimension d, 
Y an analytic subspace of X, purely of dimension t, and 0 a non-singular point of Y. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The mapping of Y into Nd-defined by 
Y + Mg,, = (m,(x), m,(P1(X, Y)), . . . , my(Pd- I(X, Y))) 
is constant in a neighborhood of 0. 
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(ii) The pair of strata (X0, Y) satisfy at 0 the conditions (a) and (b) of Whitney. 
Proof: cf. [28] V. 1.2. n 
THEOREM 4.8. (Teissier). Letf: (X, 0) + (C, 0) be a morphism with a section cr, whosejbers 
are purely of dimension d and reduced except perhaps at o(t), t E 43. Set Y = o(C) c X and 
suppose we have a local @-embedding 
x 3 CxCN 
f a II/ P’l 
@ 
such that Y = @ x (0). 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The hyperplane K = 0 x CN is transverse to all limiting tangent planes to X0 at 0, and 
the map Y-r N*+’ deJnedbyy~mo(X,f)y,ml(X,f),,...,md(X,f),isconstanton Yin 
a neighborhood of 0. 
(ii) The pair of strata (X0, Y) satisfy the Whitney conditions at 0. 
Proof: cf. [28] V. 2.1. n 
The original statement assumes the fibers off are reduced everywhere, but this condition 
is more than is needed for the proof. 
In our applications X will be some analytic space associated with our l-parameter 
unfolding F, and f will be projection to the parameter space T, which we denote by p. The 
subspace Y will be the T axis. Our hope is to use these results to find invariants which 
depend only on thef, and not on the F which will ensure that X is Whitney over T. 
Clearly, we want to use 4.8. There at least the projections are defined on the ambient 
space of X(J) and not on the whole ambient space of X. However, several obstacles remain. 
We must show the fibers of the projection to Tare generically reduced and equidimensional. 
More seriously, Theorem 4.8 requires information about limiting tangent planes to 
X(F), and this clearly depends on the unfolding. Further, PJp, Ddmk+ 1) is a subvariety of 
X(F) not of X(J), and the fiber Pt(p, D _ d e+ 1) over 0 in many examples depends on the 
behavior of nearby X(J). 
Another problem is presented by the relative polar variety of greatest codimension; since 
the corresponding absolute polar variety of the fibers is zero-dimensional, it is not even well 
defined. In this section we define a new invariant which depends only on the fiber, which will 
control md(X(F), p). 
Take a versa1 unfolding F: C” x C”, (0,O) + C” x C p,(O, 0) off0 . Specify a stable singular- 
ity type d either in source or target such that dim O(fo) 2 1. Select D1 EG,_~(C~) (or 
G,_ 1 (C”) if working in the source) and form P,(Z?(F), rrc,) where n, is projection to @” and 
d = (dim S!(F)) - s. 
Definition 4.9. The dth stable multiplicity off0 of type 9, denoted md(fo, A!), is the 
multiplicity of m, @Psm, ~.ko.o, in OPa(Yo. rr.ho.o,. 
The dth stable source multiplicity off0 of type 9 is the multiplicity of _%?prlms,ns)r andthe 
dth stable critical multiplicity of type 9 is the multiplicity of m, 0Pa(90m,%) in their respective 
rings. These multiplicities are denoted md( fo, Ss) and md( fo, 9,) respectively. 
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To show that this is well defined requires some work. We begin with the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.10. Suppose f0 E 0(n, p) is a$nitely determined germ, A? a stable singularity type 
such that dim 9( fO) > 0. Suppose F: @” x @“,(O, 0) --* @” x cp,(O, 0) is an unfolding offO. Then 
for any representative F of F there exists neighborhoods of the origin U and V in source and 
target such for y E 9( fO) n V, y # 0, the strict transform of d( fO), in N,m is equal to the 
total transform of 2?(fO),, in N,fi. 
Proof Choose U and V so that for FI U we have F-‘(O) n C(F) = 0, 
fol(UnOxQ=“,OxS)+(V,y) is stable where S=f;‘(y)nE(f-,)nU is stable for y#O. 
Then for ye_%?( fO), y # 0 we have the germ off0 at S = f O_ ‘(y) n C( fO) n U is stable, hence 
the induced unfoldinge, F: @” x @“, 0 x S + C” x cp, y is a trivial unfolding of fO. 
This implies that 22( F)(y,Oj 2 U z 2!( fO)Y x C” and the equivalence preserves C”. Hence 
N,(%f,) x @7w s = N,(%F)),,,o,- The lemma is clearly true for the trivial unfolding of 
fo, hence it holds for F as well. n 
-- 
A similar result holds for d( f ),, 22( f k. With the help of this lemma we can give a precise 
description of when a projection is good. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Suppose f. is a jnitely determined germ and 9 a stable type such that 
dim9( fO) > 0. Then there exists a Zariski open W of 6’- ’ or @P- ’ such that for 
D1 E W, m,,( fo, 9) is independent of D1, or md( fo, 9,) and ma( fo, 9,) are independent of D1. 
Proof The same proof works in all three cases; to avoid the notational clumsiness of 
working in all three cases at once we give the proof for md(fo, 22). 
Give N,@(F)) a Whitney stratification in which 9(fo)*, the strict transform of n; ’ (0) 
and Eo, its exceptional divisor, are a union of strata. Let W be the set of hyperplanes in 
tip- ’ such that C” x Cp x C( DI ) and N,(22( F)) are transverse as stratified sets for D1 E W. 
The set W is a non-empty Zariski open set by 4.3. The codimension of C” x Cp x C(D,) in 
@” x Cp x G,(Cp) is 
d(p - d) - d(p - d - 1) = d 
while the dimension of E. is less than or equal to d - 1. 
Hence @“x Cp x C(D,) misses E. for D1 E W and dim C” x Cp x C(D,) n m* = 0. 
Thus z,IP&!(F), Dl) must be a finite map, by 4.10. (We have that /I-‘(K;‘(O) - 0) must lie 
in the total transform of 2?(fo), but 4.10 shows this is the same as the strict transform.) 
Suppose we have a line L of hyperplanes through D1 parameterized so that D1 = Lo. 
Let C(L) denote the set (C(L,), t} c Gd(cP) x @. Consider Pd(zs, L) c 3(F) x C which we 
define to be (p, 7~~ ) (N,(2?( F)) x @ n @” x 43 p x C(L)) and consider R, + 1, the induced projec- 
tion to @“x C. 
Claim. The degree of rrs+ 1 is constant along (0,O) x C in 9(F) x Q=. 
For suppose the degree of ~t,+~ at (0, 0,O) is greater than at nearby t values. Then 
rr;+ll (0 x T) must include an arc of points which contain (0, 0,O) in its closure and which do 
not lie on (0,O) x T. This arc lifts to m* x C because by 4.10, if yE_%!(fo), y # 0, /I-‘(y) 
lies in the strict transform of 9( fo). The lift also lies in N, (_9( F)) x C n C” x cp x C(L), by 
definition of Pd(~,, L). 
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But this implies that @” x cp x C(I),) x (0) does not intersect E0 after all. 
The proposition will now follow if we can show that the degree of rr,+ I at (0, 0,O) is the 
same as the degree of 71, at (0,O). This in turn will follow if we can show that 
P&r_ L) n @” x @P x (0) is generically reduced in P,,(q, L). For then the intersection 
multiplicity of s x cp x 0 for s generic, with Pd(x,, L) at (s, x, 0) a point of intersection, will be 
the same as the intersection multiplicity of s x cp with P&c,, DI) at (s, x). 
Since @” x @’ x C(D,) intersects N,(L?(P))’ transversely in @” x cp x G,#Zp), and this 
intersection is the same scheme theoretically as @” x 61p x C(L) n N%(9(F))O x @ n C” x 
Q’ x G,(UZp) x 0, it follows that the local ring at a point of this last intersection is reduced in 
@” x tZp x C(L) n N,(L$?(F))~ x @. Since /I x rrl is an equivalence on this set, the same 
property holds downstairs. n 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Suppose f. E O(n, p) is ajinitely determined germ, 2? a stable singularity 
type such that dimS?( fo) > 0. Then md(fl 22) is independent of the choice of versa1 unfolding 
of J 
Proof: Suppose that F = (u,f), G = (u, f. + 8) are two versa1 unfoldings of fo, F s- 
parameter, G r-parameter. We form the sum unfoldings of F and G denoted K. Then K: 
@” x @’ x C”, 0 + Q=” x @’ x Cp, 0 is defined by K(u, u, z) = (u, a,& z) + g(o, z)) = (u, u, k,,,). 
We must show that dega,+,lP&+,; Or) = deg (n,; Or). By symmetry the same 
argument will work for rrs+, and rr, and this will finish the proof. 
Since F is versa1 we know there exists a submersion h: @‘+’ --+ fIs and unfoldings 
L = (u, u, 0, R = (u, u, f) of the identity on Q=” and @P such that 
k”,” =_E + $7” = I;..” 4(“.“) O I;“,“). 
Since F sits inside K we can assume h ( C”, pcu,oj, j;(u,ob are the identity on their respective 
spaces. 
Then we have the diagram: 
@“x@‘x@~ ~3 d(K) 
W-‘) 
b.%?(F) xQ=‘c C”X@~X@ 
where H(u, u) = (h(u, u), u), and the horizontal maps H, (H, L-‘) are diffeomorphisms. 
Since all the maps preserve the fiber of IL; ’ (0) over 0, and 1(K) is analytically a product 
it follows that the fiber of n; ‘(0) is reduced in 9(K). Hence the same holds for N,+r(2(K)). 
To form P&q+,, DI), we find N,+~(S(K))~@“X@‘X@~XC(D~) and project to 
@” x @‘x QZp. Since it is clear that the fiber of x, over 0 in @” x @’ x UIp x C(D,) is reduced, 
and~sxOx@P~C(D1)istransversetoN,o)in@”xOx@PxG~(@P),wecanapply 
the same argument as in the previous proposition to conclude that the fiber of rr, over 0 is 
generically reduced in P,& + ,, DI). Hence, degree rrs = degree IL,+,. n 
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PROPOSITION 4.13. Suppose fO, go and 9 are as above, and go = lo~fo~r. Then 
mll(fo, 2) = m&4go, 2). 
proof: Since we are working over @ we can find smooth families of biholomorphic 
germs such that 
h = l,ofO orr,fI = go, lo = id, r. = id. 
Clearly it suffices to show md(ft, A!) is constant for t sufficiently close to 0. (Our proof 
works for t close to any to and I is compact.) 
Select a versa1 unfolding F of fo, F(s, z) = (s,f(s, z)). Consider 3(t, s, t) = 
(t, s, l,f(s, rl(z))). Then F is still versal, hence a versa1 unfolding also off,, t close to 0. 
We stratify N,, , m as e ore, requiring in addition that the strict transform of b f 
7~; ‘(O), denoted LZ!( T)* be a union of strata, and the exceptional divisor of this strict 
transform, denoted E+ be a union of strata also. Then 
dim((D(D,)= Cx@“x@PxC(Dl))nL2(T)*)~ 1 
dim(D(D1)nE+) I 0. 
Further, for each t 
Z?(h)* c A?(T)* n {t} x @“x cp x Gd@Zp) 
It follows that for t close to 0, D(D1) intersects S(J)* in dimension 0 and it misses E,. 
Together with the other transversality properties possessed by D1 this implies, by the proof 
of 4.11, that md(ff, 9; ~l)~t.o,~~ = mdfr, -9. 
Consider the degree of K,+ 1 restricted to Pd(A?(F), n,+ 1). If it is constant along T x 0 x 0 
for small t then we are done by the above remarks. Suppose the degree is greater at the 
origin. This implies that there exists an arc lying above @ x (0) in P,(_5!(F), A,+ 1) whose 
closure contains (0, 0,O) which does not lie in @ x (0, O}. This implies there exists an arc of 
points (t, z,) on @ x L!?( fo), such that the kernel of noet at z1 is a limiting tangent plane to 
9(fo), by 4.10. (Here x is a linear projection with kernel D1.) But this implies that D(D1) 
intersects E. after all, which is a contradiction. w 
The analogues of 4.12 and 4.13 hold for L!&, .!& as well by analogous arguments. 
PROPOSITION 4.14. Suppose F: C x @“, 0 + C x QZp, 0 is an unfolding of a jinitely deter- 
mined germ f. E O(n, p). Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) md(f;, 2?)o is constant 
(ii) m,(d(F), A~) = 0. 
Proof Note that md(9( F), nl)(o,oI # 0 iff the germ of Pn( 9( F), nl) at (0,O) is non-empty. 
By the proof of 4.11 (genericity condition) we know n1 ( Pd( Z?( F), 7tI ) is a finite map. Hence, 
there exists an arc 4(t) = (t, z,), in P,,(9(F), x1) where 2, # 0 for t # 0 which has (0,O) in its 
closure. If we form a versa1 unfolding off0 by adding terms to f (t, z) we can construct 
a versa1 unfolding F off0 which is also an unfolding of F. Hence F will also be a versa1 
unfolding of anyf,, t close enough to zero. Then 4 lifts to an arc in Pdm, A,+ 1). We can 
assume that D1 satisfies the same transversality conditions as in the last proof, so the 
existence of such an arc is equivalent o the degree of A~+ 1 at (0, 0,O) being greater than at 
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nearly t values, which in turn by the argument of 4.13 is equivalent to 
m&f& 2) ’ %(ft, 2). n 
Again, the analogous argument applies to ds, _&. The following property of md(f; 9) is 
useful in our applications. 
PROPOSITION 4.15. Suppose f. is ajinitely determined germ, F a l-parameter unfolding of 
fO, 9 as above. Then m,,(fO, 22) 2 md(fr, 9) for t suficiently close to 0. 
Proof: Take a versa1 unfolding off0 by adding terms to F as above, choose D1 to satisfy 
the same transversality conditions as 4.13, then since the degree of rr,+ 1 is upper semi- 
continuous so is ml. n 
5. LIMITS OF HYPERPLANES, COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS AND THE POLAR MULTIPLICITY 
THEOREM 
In this section we make some refinements to the theory of polar varieties, producing the 
deformation independent heory we will need in Section 7. We also get some interesting 
results about isolated singularities along the way. 
As noted in the last section some information on the limiting tangent hyperplanes is 
necessary to apply the relative form of the theory of polar varieties. In this section we will 
show that in our situation this information is already provided by the relative invariants. 
Throughout this section X will be shorthand for an analytic space X together with an 
embedding in @ x cN such that the diagram 
XC @ x cN 
k 
. . \J P *.... 0 “I . . . . ic 
commutes and the fibers of P are equidimensional of dimension d > 0, and are reduced 
except perhaps at o(t). 
There is an alternative approach to the polar varieties which will be helpful in studying 
limits of tangent hyperplanes as well. This is the conormal modification which we define 
now. 
Definition 5.1. The conormal modification of Y, denoted C(Y) is the subvariety of 
OZN x p N-1 obtained by embedding Yin cN and taking the closure of to = {(y, H)l y E Y” 
and H is a tangent hyperplane to Y” at y}. 
Iff: Y + S is a morphism satisfying the conditions of 4.1 then one can define the relative 
conormal modification C,( Y) as the closure in S x cN x P N-1 of {(y, H)l y E Y - F, H 
a tangent hyperplane at y to f -‘(fly))). (cf. [28, 15, 12, 11, lo] for details on the relation 
between the conormal modification and the polar varieties.) 
The main result we need about limits of tangent hyperplanes is the following: 
THEOREM 5.2. Let X be as above. Suppose that m,,(p; DI) = 0 and suppose that the 
singular set of X, denoted S(X), satisfies 
(A) S(X) n X, = S(X,) 
(B) S(X) has a stratification such that 
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(i) T = @ x (0) is a stratum 
(ii) every stratum of S(X) satisjies Whitney A over T 
(iii) X0 has Whitney A over every stratum of S(X) - T. 
Then (0) x cN is not a limiting tangent hyperplane to X at the origin. 
Proof: Let Ho denote the hyperplane (0) x CN, PO the point of l6’” parameterizing it. Let 
AbethesubvarietyQ=~@~-‘~P~of@x@~-’x@~. 
Notice that there is a map 4: @x@~x~~~-+@x@~xI~~-~ given by 
(r, 2, <ti, y,, * * . , yN))+(t, 2, (yl, * . . , yN)) which is well defined except on A. This map 
lifts to 4: BA(@x@Nx~N)~@~@Nx~N-l where BA(@ x CN x fi”) denotes the blowup 
of @ x CN x 5 N at A. This lift 6 is defined at all points. 
Consider A n C(X). We claim that this is at most an isolated point. For X is Whitney 
over T (except possibly at 0) for all t close to zero, so no limiting tangent hyperplane at such 
a point could be Ho. Since the strata of S(X) satisfy Whitney A over T no limiting 
hyperplane at ye Yn U, U a sufficiently small neighborhood of T, Y a stratum of S(X) 
could be Ho. 
Finally, if ( to, x0) is a smooth point of X and Ho is a tangent hyperplane to X at (to, x0), 
then the tangent plane to X0 at (to, x0) must lie in H, so x0 is a singular point of X,,. But 
then (to, xo)cS(X). 
We suppose H,%a limiting hyperplane at (0, 0), so A n C(X) # 4. 
Consider next C(X)* strict transform of C(X) in BA(@ x CN x FN). We know E the 
exceptional divisor of C(X) has dimension: 
dimC(X)- 1 =dimC(X)- 1 =dimX+((N+ I)-(d+ l)- l)- 1 
=dimX+iV-d-2=N-1. 
Further, if Pc: C?) + C(X) is the induced projection, P,(E) = (0,O) x PO. 
We now transfer information about C(X) to the relative conormal modification C,(X), 
where p denotes projection to T azsual. 
Note that 6 is proper and 4)C(X)-E maps (to, z, H) to (to, z, H n (0 x C”} ), hence at 
smooth points of X, 6 maps a tangent hyperpl_aneaX to a tangent hyperplane to the fiber 
of p through the point. This implies that im 4lC(X) = C,(X). 
Meanwhile, the dimension of E is N - 1, and E is concentrated in a fiber of P,, so it 
follows that E z PT( lb”), x c~; thus under 6, E goes to (0, 0} x fiN-‘. Thus C,(X) n (0, 0) x 
6 N-1 = (0,O) x GN-i. But this implies md(X, p) co,oj # 0 for every N - 1 plane in CN must 
be a limiting tangent plane at (0, 0), which is a contradiction. n 
We will need two slight extensions of this result which can be obtained by the same 
argument. 
If S(X) = T, then we weaken (A) to S(X) n X, = S(X,) off T. Then the same proof goes 
through. 
If S(X) = (0, 0}, then we weaken A as above, and drop B. Then the above proof goes 
through again. 
Note that if no limiting tangent hyperplane is Ho, then no limiting tangent plane can lie 
in Ho either. For the map which associates to DE Gd+ r(@ x @ “) the element 
a(D) E GN -,, _ 1 (6 N), where a( D) is the plane formed of all hyperplanes containing D, is an 
embedding (in fact an equivalence) of Gd+ 1 (C x CN) in GN _d_ 1 (P N). Hence if some se- 
quence of tangent planes Ti comes to a limit T, the corresponding sequence a( Ti) comes to 
a limit (r( T) also. The IS( Ti) are just the tangent hyperplanes at the point where Ti is 
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a tangent plane. Thus, if T lies in Ho, H,, lies in a( T) so H,, is a.limiting tangent hyperplane 
as well. 
Thus, under the hypothesis of 5.2 we can drop the hy.pothesis of limiting tangent planes 
when applying 4.8. 
The next step is to investigate the behavior of the absolute polar invariants of the fiber 
X, when it is known that T is a stratum in a Whitney stratification of X. The following 
lemma is the first link we need between the relative polar multiplicities and the absolute 
multiplicities of the fiber. 
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose X is as above, and S(X - T) satisjies 
(i) S(X - T) n X,, = S(X, - 0) 
(ii) S(X - T) has a strati$cation such that if Y is any stratum, Y n X,-, is a proper subset of 
Y and X0 is Whitney over Y. 
Then for Ddmk+ I E W, a Z-open set of G N d+k_l(@N), 0 I k I d - 1, we have _ 
P,(P, Dd-k+l) n (0) x cN = Pk(Xo, Dd-k+l). 
ProoJ To define W, we ask that D,,++ 1 satisfy the usual transversality properties and 
we require in addition the following: in the Whitney stratification of the relative conormal 
modification C,(X), used to define P,(p, Dd_f+ 1) we make r; ’ ( Y n X0) into unions of 
strata, Y any stratum of S(X), where rp denotes projection to X. 
Then, if a( Dd_k+ 1) is the projective plane made up of hyperplanes containing Dd-k+ 1, 
wecanrequire~x@N~~(D~_~+l)intersectz;1(YnXo)transverselyin@x@Nx~N~1. 
Since X0 is Whitney along Y, it follows that the relative polar multiplicities are constant 
along Y([28] p. 470). Then the dimension of the fiber of rI, over a point of Y is at most 
dim X - dim Y + (N - 1) - d - 1 ([12] p. 239). 
The difference between our formula and that of [4], lies in the fact that we are working 
in @ x cN while they work in @ x cN+l. 
Thus, the dimension of rp l( Y n X0) is at most 
dimX+N-l-d-2=N-2. 
Meanwhile @ x cN x a(Dd_k+,) has codimension N-l-d+k so 
@xCNx~(Dd_k+l)nz;‘(YnXo) has dimension at most d-l-k so 
P,(p,D,_,+,)nYnX,hasdimensionatmostd- 1 -kalso.ButP,(p,D,,_,+,)nX,has 
dimension at least d - k if it is non-empty, so no component of P,(p, Dd_k+l) n X0 can lie 
in S(X)n X0 = S(X,). Then the result follows since P,(p, Dd-L+l) n Xg = 
Pk(Xo, Ddek+ 1) n X$ by definition. n 
Next we need the key facts about the behavior of polar varieties under projection. We let 
A,Jp, Dd_k+l) denote the image of Pk(p, D,,_k+l ) under the projection which defines it. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose X is as above and the jibers of C,(X) over @ are equidimen- 
sional. Then there exists a Zariski open set Q of G N d+k+l(@N) such thatfor each VEQ _ 
mo(AJp, V) = mO(Pkh VI). 
Proof: This is an easy corollary of 4.4.6 of [12]. n 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Suppose (X0, T) satisjes the Whitney conditions at 0; then, for every 
k,O<k<d-l,theimagepolarAkc~x@d-k+l satis$es the Whitney conditions along 
T in a neighborhood of 0. 
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Proof: This follows easily from Theorem 2.2.4 of [16]. Though this theorem is stated for 
the absolute polar varieties of X, if X0 is Whitney along T, it is known that the relative polar 
varieties of X and the absolute polar varieties coincide. n 
We also need a basic fact about multiplicity; namely that to calculate the multiplicity of 
Yd, 0 c CN we can use the degree of any projection rr: Yd + Cd whose kernel K satisfies 
K n C(Y), = 0 (C(Y) here denotes the tangent cone of Y). ([28, 11.) 
Now we can easily prove 
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose X is as above, S(X) has a stratijication which includes T as 
a stratum, X0 Whitney over each stratum of S(X). Then mk(Xo)o = mk(X, p). for 
O<k<d-1. 
ProoJ Choose a projection rc: CN + Cdek+’ such that rr defines Pk(XO) and (id x rc) 
defines Pk(X, p). By 5.3 we know Pk(x, p). n (0) x CN = Pk(XO)O. Further we know that 
m((p, 7c) (Pk(X, p)))o = m(Pk(X, p))o by 5.4. Since the kernel of 7r, Dd_k+l satisfies 
Dd-k+ 1 n C(P,(X,)), = 0 ([28]) and rrIPk(XO) is generically 1 - 1 and finite. 
m(Pk(XO))O = m(n(Pk(XO))O = m((h n) tPktXT P)) n {O} x cd-k+l), 
Since (p x rc)(P,JX, p)) is Whitney along T, it follows that (0) x Cdmk+’ is transverse to 
C((p X ,t)(Pk(x, p)))O. For, if (0) X @d-k+1 contains a component of this cone, then by [3] it 
is itself a limiting tangent hyperplane to (p, 7c) (Pk(X, p)) O in which case Whitney A fails at 0. 
Then we can choose a projection rcI: Cd-lr+r -+ Cd-’ such that the degree of 
%ln(Pk(XO))O = m(Pk(XO))O, and the degree of (P, 7b)I(~, 4 (PktXy p)) = m(Pk(X9 p))O. 
Since (0) x @d-k+1 is transverse to ((p, 7c)(Pk(X, p))“” it follows that z(Pk(Xo)) is 
generically reduced inside (p, 71) (Pk(X, p)). It follows that 
d~~(P~~,~(P~~)(~k(~~P))=deg~,l(p,~)(pk(X~p))n{~}~@d-k+1 
= de nl i~(pk(xO)) = m(Pk(XO))O 
= mk(XO)O. n 
We now begin to investigate the extent to which the absolute polar multiplicities of the 
fibers of p provide sufficient invariants for Whitney equisingularity. 
Definition 5.7. Suppose Xi c CN is an icis with ideal generated by (fi, . . . , fN_d), and 
H: CN + @ is a generic linear projection for Xdg, then the dth versa1 multiplicity of X”,, 
denoted md(X”,, H), is the colength of JN_d+l(H,f) in oxO. 
We require the same generacity condition on H that we did on the projections of 4.11, 
using the versa1 deformation of X0 instead of the versa1 unfolding offo. (This is why we call 
&(X0) the versa1 multiplicity.) 
To see the relationship between md(X”,, H) and the versa1 deformation of X0, consider 
deformations of f= (fi, . . . .fN-d) of the following type: Let 
F(o, u, w, z) = (. . . ) - Vi+& $J UijZj+gi(W,Z),. . .) where gi(O, Z)E rni. Denote by 
j=i 
N 
XF the subspace defined by 0 =A = - Ui +A - 1 UijZj + gi(w, Z) and by V, the subspace 
j=l 
defined by 
o =x, JN-d+l,z tH,f). 
Let rc, denote the projection to the parameter space. Then we have: 
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LEMMA 5.8. Suppose f; Vn as above, then deg K,( Vn at the origin is the colength of 
JN-d+i (Kf) in @x0. 
Proof: The set V, consists of two kinds of points: singular points of the fiber of rrs, and 
points where the kernel of H is tangent to the fiber of rr,. We choose coordinates so that 
H(z1,. . f 3 zN) = zl. Then it is easy to see that Vn is Cohen-Macauley since it is defined by 
the zeros of the N - d minors of a generic matrix. (From the form of H we omit one row and 
1 column.) 
It is easy to check for u = 0, these minors generate JN_ d + 1 (H,f). The dimension of VJ is 
(s + N) - (N - d) - ((N - 1) - (N - d - 1)) ((N - d) 
-(N-d-l))=(s+N)-(N-d)-d=s. 
Here N-d is the number of equations in v, and 
((N - 1) - (N - d - 1)) ((N - d) - (N - d - 1)) is the codimension of the matrices of 
rank N - d - 1 in the space of matrices of size (N - 1) x (N - d). 
If we ask that the colength of J,_ d+ 1 (H,f) is finite, then we know that rr,I Vn is finite. 
The degree of rc, is the multiplicity of (u, v, w) in Or”. Since 0, is Cohen-Macauley of 
dimension s, it follows that this multiplicity is 
dim U “, 
(u, v, w) (@V,) 
= colength Of JN_d+ i (H,f). n 
By arguments analogous to those of 4.lL4.13 and 4.14 (but easier) one can show that for 
H generic, md(Xo, H) is independent of H, &(X0, H) is an analytic invariant, and the 
constancy of md(X,, H) in a l-deformation X, defined by f(t, z) is equivalent to the 
non-existence of an arc of points in X which converge to (0, 0), which lie in 
V(JN_d+l (H,f)), not in T. 
This last is equivalent o 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Suppose Xd+’ c @ x C N is a family of icis along T. Suppose thefibers of 
p are reduced and md(X,, H) is constant along T. Then 
(i) S(X) c T 
(ii) n&,(X, p) = 0 along T. 
Proof The hypothesis implies that the singularities of X lie in T, and that for a generic 
H there does not exist an arc of points on X such that the kernel of H is tangent o X, along 
the arc. This implies P,,(X, p) = 4 at (t, 0), hence r&,(X, p) = 0 along T. n 
A corollary to the main theorem of this section will use 5.9 to get a condition for X to be 
Whitney along T. 
In the case where X is a flat family of isolated singularities which are not complete 
intersections, then one still has a theory of versa1 deformations with a finite dimensional 
base. When this base is smooth, a similar theory should work, for one can consider the 
degree of the map from P,,( x, rcs) where x is the versa1 deformation, to the base. This should 
give an intrinsic invariant which COntrOlS md(X, p). 
The main theorem of this section is: 
THEOREM 5.10 (Polar Multiplicity Theorem). Suppose Xd+’ c @ x CN+l, S(X) has 
a stratification which includes T as a stratum, X0 Whitney over each stratum of S( X) except 
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possibly T, S(X - T) n X,, = S(X, - 0), mk(X,), constant fir 0 I k I d - 1, m,,(X, p) = 0 
along T. Then mJX, P)(~,~, = mJX,), for all t close to 0. 
Proof We can choose Dd-lr+ I so that the projection it induces is generic for the absolute 
polar variety of X0 and the relative polar variety of X at (0, 0), and so that 5.3 applies as 
well. 
By 5.3 we have Pi(p, Dd_lr+ 1) = C$ iff Pk(Xo, Pdmk+ 1) = 4. If either or both of these is 
empty, both multiplicities are zero, hence equal. 
We suppose then that P&J Dd-k+i) Z 4. We know that 
m(({O> x CN) n P,(X, P)~) 2 m(P,(X, P))~, for the multiplicity of a slice of an analytically 
closed set by a hyperplane is always greater than or equal to the true multiplicity (cf. [l] 
Prop. 7 ACVlll. 76, and observe, by the usual argument, that our slice is generically 
reduced). Thus, m(P,(X,),) 2 mk(X, p)e. 
If (t, 0) is sufficiently close to (0, 0), by 5.6, mJX, p)ct,oj = mJX,)o. Since mk is upper 
semi-continuous ([l] p. 451), we have 
m(Pk(X9 do) 2 mk(Xp Ph.0) = mk(X,)O = mk(XO). 
Thus mk(X, P)o = mk(XO)O. 
COROLLARY 5.11. Suppose Xd+’ c @ x CN is a family of icis. Then X is Whitney equisin- 
gular along T iff mk(X,) 0 I k < d - 1 and md(X,, H) are constant along T. 
Proof That X Whitney along T implies m&.(X,, H) constant follows from 5.6, and an 
argument analogous to 4.14. The other direction follows from 5.9, 5.10, 5.2 and 4.8. 
COROLLARY 5.12. Suppose Xd+’ c C x CN is a l-parameter family of closed sets with 
isolated singularity at (t, 0). Suppose S(X dfl) = T and md(X, p) = 0 along T. Then Xd+’ is 
Whitney equisingular along T tymk(X,) are constant on T, 0 I k I d - 1. 
Proof: Similar to 5.11. 
6. STRATIFICATION THEORY 
The main tool we are going to use to prove the topological triviality of our good 
unfoldings is a version of Thorn’s second isotopy lemma for complex analytic mappings. 
This version is modeled on a similar theorem for C” maps developed by duPlessis [6]. 
We recall the definitions needed to state our version of Thorn’s theorem. 
Let f: @” + Cp be a morphism and let A c C”, A’ c @P be subsets uch that f (A) c A’. 
A stratification off: A -+ A’ is a pair (-01, &“) of stratifications of A, A’ respectively such 
that f maps strata submersively to strata. 
The stratification (zzZ, &) is regular if &, &’ satisfy the Whitney regularity conditions, 
and if any stratum YE& satisfies Thorn’s condition A, over any other stratum XE d. 
(Thorn’s condition A, says that if Yi converges to x and ker T( f,l Y) converge to T, then 
T 2 ker T(fxlX).) 
Our version of Thorn’s theorem is 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (d, &‘) be a regular stratification for the map germ G: 
(N’, X) -+ (P’, X’) (where N’, P’ are subsets of C”, Cp, X, X’ strata of &, ~2’ respectively); and 
let 
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be a map-germ morphism, with F a @-level-preserving map-germ such that for each t E (C, D,) 
the map-germ IJ~~: P, y. + (P’, X’) is transverse to X’. 
Then, there exists: a germ H of a level-preserving homeomorphism of N x C, x0 x D, 
such that Ho = lN, mapping strata of $0 ’ J& x @ diffeomorphically onto strata of Q-i d. 
A germ K of a level preserving homeomorphism of P x @, y. x D, such that K. = lp, 
mapping strata of ( t,bo)-l d’ x @ diffeomorphically onto strata of ‘P-i d’ such that the 
following diagram commutes 
N x C, x0 x D, 5 P x @, YO x D, 
t 
NxC,‘x,xD, =k Px@,‘y,,xD,. 
Proof Since -c9, LX?’ are a regular stratification for a complex analytic G, regarding G as 
a real analytic map in twice as many variables, we still have &, d’ a regular stratification 
for G. Then the result follows from the material of [21] Chapter 2 just as duplessis’ result in 
[6] does. n 
It is convenient o apply our stratification theory to the following class of unfoldings. 
Dejnition 6.2. A good unfolding is excellent if all of the O-stable invariants are constant 
in the unfolding and the unfolding is an unfolding of a finitely determined germ of discrete 
stable type. In the equidimensional case, we also assume the degree is constant in the 
unfolding. 
For the rest of the section, unless we say otherwise, F will be an excellent unfolding of 
a finitely determined germ f of discrete stable type. 
Given such an unfolding, fix a good representative, again denoted F, F: U + W. Then 
there is a natural stratification of U and W. In W the strata are T and the stable singularity 
types Q(F). We know Q(F) is smooth from the stability of F at the preimages of the 
elements of C!(F). Then the only additional stratum in W is W - F@(F)). Since f is of 
discrete stable type the stratification is locally finite. In the source there are two types of 
strata, Q,(F) and &ps(F). Note that when n < p Qs(F) is empty, and when n = p the 
dimension of U&(F) is the same as the corresponding Qe,( F). When n > p the dimension of 
Q,(F) is n - p plus the dimension of Q,(F) and Qs( F) =) a;Pz( F). The smoothness of Q,(F) 
follows from the smoothness of Q(F) and the fact that F is a submersion at each point of 
Q,(F). The smoothness of Q,( F) follows from the stability of F off T. Moreover, F restricted 
to each stratum of the source is a submersion over its image stratum in the target. 
The projection to T gives a natural map from each stratum to T. We note that by 3.6 
and 2.3 there are no l-dimensional strata except T. We also have that 
a(F)n(t}x@P=Q(ft) and similar relations hold for Qr(F) and Qps( F). By the 
remarks after 3.1 we know a;e,(F), Qs(F) and Q(F) are all analytically closed sets. 
By the proof of 4.10 we know that a(F), Qs(F), Qz(F) are all locally isomorphic to 
products, and the equivalence is C level preserving. This implies 
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PROPOSITION 6.3. The jiber of PIa( Qs(F), Q,(F) is equidimensional and reduced 
except perhaps at 0. 
Proof The isomorphisms described above commute with the restriction of p; the result 
holds for Q(id,f,) so it holds for Q(F) and a similar argument in the other two cases. n 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Zf (t, x), (t, y) 4 T, we have 
S(Q(Q,,) n it> x Cp = S@P(h)J 
SO,,,) n it> x @” = SNMf,M 
S(Qs(F)c,,,J n it> x @” = SUM.LL)- 
Proof This follows directly from the isomorphism between Q(F),,,,, and the products 
Q(L), x @. n 
If we assume the multiplicity of m, m constant along T (as we shall in the main 
theorem of the next section), then if (0,O) is in the closure of Cl(&) or Q,(fO), we have (t, 0) is 
in the closure of Q(f,) or Qx(ff) also. This implies that if (0,O) is in the closure of Q(F) or 
Qx( F), then T is in the closure of Q(F) or Q,(F). For, (0) x Cp is a hyperplane, and Q(F) 
has dimension at least 2, so Cl($) has a dimension at least 1 and contains 0, so T c U c Q(F). 
PROPOSITION 6.5. The stratijication of W - T and U - F- ’ (T) constructed above is 
a regular stratification of F. 
Proof: If a stratum Q(F) of W - T were zero-dimensional then all strata which have 
Q(F) in their closure would be Whitney regular over it. But, we can always reduce checking 
the regularity conditions to this case in our situation; for if (t, y) E O(J) of dimension r, then 
1;: C”, S + Cp, y is itself equivalent to an r parameter unfolding of some stable f;: 
@“-’ S + Cp-‘, y, and this equivalence extends to F. Since the strata in Cp-’ are regular 
over ‘Q(x),,, they are regular in Cp, y and @ p+l , (t, y). A similar argument applies to the case 
of a pair of strata where one stratum is of type Q,(F). To check that a pair of strata of type 
Q,(F) satisfy the regularity conditions, it suffices to check the regularity conditions for the 
corresponding target strata, then use the fact that F is a submersion in a neighborhood of 
each point of this small stratum. 
We now observe that the strata in the source trivially satisfy Thorn’s condition A,, 
essentially because F has finite singularity type. If X is a stratum of Z(F), FIX is a local 
diffeomorphism, by stability if X # T, and by the definition of unfolding if X = T. Hence 
ker T( F 1 X) = 0. If X is a stratum of @ x C” - Z(F) and Y is another stratum in X - Z(F), 
then if Xi converge to y we have ker T( F 1 X),i = ker TF,,, and ker T( F 1 Y), = ker TF, so 
the result is clear. n 
We end this section by showing that there exist analytic invariants whose constancy 
implies the first condition for an unfolding to be good. 
If n > p then X0 =f;’ (0) is a complete intersection with isolated singularity. Our 
invariant in this case is an important invariant of X0, namely mn_p(XO, H) (cf. 5.7). 
If n = p our invariant is the degree offo, denoted 6(f0). 
If n < p we use the stable multiplicity off0 at 0, denoted m,(fo). It is computed by taking 
a stable unfolding F off0 and finding the highest order multiple point scheme of F which 
contains the origin. (For more details see [9].) 
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PROPOSITION 6.6. Suppose F: @ x @“, 0 + C x Cp, 0 is an unfolding of fO, a germ a finite 
singularity type. Suppose mnep( X (A), H), 6(J) or m,(A) are constant. Then 
F-‘(T)nC(F) = T. 
Proof: Suppose n > p. Suppose C(t) l @ x C” is an arc in F - 1 ( T) A (E(F) - T) which 
contains (0,O) in its closure. Then C(t) E S(X,) where X, = f ;‘(O). By 5.9 this implies 
m._,(X(ft)) is not constant at the origin. (Note that since O,, is Cohen-Macauley generi- 
cally reduced implies reduced at the origin as well.) 
Suppose n = p, then if C(t) is an arc in F-l ( T) - T which contains the origin in its 
closure the degree off, at 0 must jump at the origin. 
If n < p, the existence of such an arc is shown in [9] to imply that m,( fO) > m,(h) for 
t close to zero. n 
COROLLARY 6.7. If n = p in the above proposition, then F - 1 ( T) = T. n 
7. TOPOLOGICAL TRIVIALITY OF EXCELLENT UNFOLDINGS 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose F: C x C”, (0,O) -+ C x Cp, (0,O) is an excellent unfolding. Suppose 
the polar inuariants of all the stable types which occur in A(fO), Z(fO), and 
f 0’ (A(fo)) - C( fO) are constant at the origin for f;. Then, the unfolding is topologically 
trivial. 
Proof: We return to the setup of the last section. To finish stratifying F: U + W, we add 
T as a stratum in U and W and add F - ’ ( T) - T if n > p. To show that this is a regular 
stratification for F we must show all the strata of the last section are regular over T. 
Regularity over F - ’ ( T) - T is trivial in view of the last section and the excellence of F. The 
regularity of F - ’ ( T) - T over T must also be checked. 
We proceed by induction on the dimension of the strata different from T. We first 
consider all the stable singularity types of dimension 2 in U and W. Denote the union of the 
closures of the types in the target by XT, those in the source by Xs. We give the argument 
for XT; the same argument works for Xs. 
If every point of T is a smooth point of XT there is nothing to prove. If OE T is not 
a smooth point of XT, then 0 is a singular point of X0 as well where X0 denotes the fiber of 
XT over 0 in the parameter space T (X, is a generically reduced hyperplane section) hence of 
X, for all t since the multiplicity of X, is constant along T. Since Whitney A holds generically 
over T, XT must be singular at t as well. (For t x Cp is transverse to XT, hence X, smooth at 
(t, 0) would imply X, smooth at 0 also.) Since S(X,) - T lies in a lower dimensional stable 
singularity type, and there are no l-dimensional strata except T, since F is excellent, 
S(X,) = T. Since ml(ft, CD) is constant for each type, ml(XT, p) = 0 by 4.14. Since 
m,,(Q(ft)) are constant, m,,(Xt) is constant as well. Hence 5.10 applies, and by 5.2 and 4.8 we 
know X”, is Whitney regular over T, hence (X $, T) is a Whitney stratification of XT. 
Now we consider all stable singularity types of dimension d + 1 in Wand U; we again 
take the union of their closures and call the result XT and Xs. Again S(X,) lies in the lower 
dimensional strata, and as before T is smooth in XT or T c S(X). Then we can argue as in 
the first step and X$ is Whitney over T. Thus X F, T and the stratification of S(X,) give 
a Whitney stratification of XT. This completes the argument. 
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We can now apply our version of Thorn’s second isotopy lemma to F. In the application, 
the unfolding F is both the F and the G of the theorem, E being chosen so that 0 x D,, lies in 
U and W. The map germ F0 is just fO. The strata X, X’ are just T, @ and Y the obvious 
diffeomorphisms. Hence F is topologically trivial. l 
We also have a result showing that our conditions are necessary for Whitney equi- 
singularity. 
We first prove a lemma which shows that our procedure for stratifying F is canonical. 
LEMMA 7.2. Suppose fO: C”, 0 + Cp is a stable germ, (n, p) in the nice range of dimensions 
or on their boundary. Suppose G is a l-unfolding offO, and G has a regular stratification in 
which the t axis is a stratum and in which each stratum is connected. Then the stratification of 
the target (and hence of the source) must be a refinement of the stratification of G by stable 
types. 
Proof. Each stratum Y c A(G) can be partitioned by the stable types. The only types 
present are those present in A(fO) since f0 is stable. 
Suppose Y is a stratum which contains 2 or more types, let y E Q(G) n Y lie in the closure 
of Yn Q,(G). 
Then we can choose an embedding C of D, in Y, centered at y such that for 
z # 0, c(z)#Q(G) and pot(z) = z. Note that G-‘(c(D,)) n Z(G) is smooth because c(D,) lies 
in a stratum and G is a local diffeomorphism between strata of Z(G) and A(G). We can 
choose t level preserving embeddings of the tubular neighborhoods of 
c(D,), G- ‘(c(D,)) n E(G). These are t level preserving maps Y, @ where Y: 
Cx W,,D,xO+ W,c(D,) and @: @X pi Uxi,DEX {Xi} + U, G-‘(c(D,))nE(G), 
{xi} = G-‘(y) n C(G). Let F be the induced map between the domains of @ and Y. The 
germ of F0 at Ox{xi} is a stable germ which is inequivalent o the germ of F, at t x {xi} any 
t close to 0. 
However, applying 6.1 shows these germs are topologically equivalent. This contradicts 
the results of Damon [3] which show that inequivalent stable germs in the nice range or its 
boundary are topologically inequivalent as well. (The multigerm version of 6.1 follows easily 
from the same consideration that give 6.1.) This allows us to prove: 
THEOREM 7.3. Suppose F is a good unfolding of a finitely determined germ fO: 
C”, 0 -+ Cp, 0, (n, p) in the nice range of dimensions or their boundary. Suppose F is Whitney 
equisingular along T; then the O-stable invariants and polar invariants offf of all the stable 
types present in f0 must be constant along T. 
Proof By hypothesis we have a stratification of a good representative F of our 
unfolding so that the Taxis is a stratum. By 7.2 the stratification of the target and hence of 
the source must be a refinement of the stratification by stable types. Hence the stratification 
by stable types must contain the Taxis, and it is easy to check that since the refinement is 
Whitney regular over T, the stratification by stable types is Whitney regular over T. 
Since Tis the only stratum of dimension 1 by 3.6 the O-stable invariants off are constant 
along T. Since Q(F), Q,(F), Q,(F) are Whitney over T, and since the stratification by types 
of their closures is a Whitney stratification of the closures, it follows that a(F)O, 
o,(F)o, m are Whitney over T. Then, by 4.8 their relative polar multiplicities must be 
constant and by 5.6,4.14 the corresponding polar invariants off; must be constant at the 
origin. n 
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One could extend this result to arbitrary germs of discrete stable type if one knew the 
analogue of Damon’s result for this more general case. 
8. GERMS OF MAPS BETWEEN C2 AND C3 
In this section we investigate the relations between our invariants, and work out 
a minimal list of invariants to control unfoldings of elements of cO(2,3). We show that every 
l-unfolding in which our invariants remain constant on the parameter space is good in the 
sense of 2.1. 
We also apply our invariants to the list of singularities obtained by Mond for this case. 
There are two helpful facts about multiplicity that we want to make explicit at this point. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Suppose 0, is a Noetherian local ring over an infinite ground field K. 
Suppose 9 is an ideal in Ox ofjnite colength. Then there exist elements a,, . . . , a, in 3 where 
n = dim Ox, such that 
0) e((a,, . . . , 4)) = 49) 
(ii) ai can be found among K linear combinations of any given set of generators of 9. 
Proof: cf. [30] p. 294. n 
PROPOSITION 8.2. Suppose 0, is as above and Ox is a Cohen-Macauley local ring, f an 
ideal in Ox of finite colength. Then 
e(x) 2 l(Wx) 
with equality zf and only zfS can be generated by a regular sequence. 
Proof cf. [7] p. 81. n 
These two facts will be useful in reducing target calculations to source calculations, and 
reducing versa1 unfolding calculations to germ calculations. 
For cO(2, 3) there are two O-stable types, Whitney umbrella points and triple points. We 
follow Mond’s notation for the numbers associated to these types, C(f) for Whitney 
umbrellas and T(f) for triple points. 
To calculate C( f ), take a stable unfolding F = (s&z, s)) off; then the closure of the 
Whitney umbrella points in the source is given by the 2 x 2 minors of Dxf, which we denote 
J&T). The analytic set determined by J&f) is Cohen-Macauley at (0,O) and of 
dimension s. Hence the degree of the projection to the base is just the dimension over Q= of 
Thus C(f) = dim, 02,J2,,,. This formula was first given by Mond in [23]. 
A formula for T(f) was also given by Mond in [S] in the corank 1 case if 
f (xv Y) = (x~fik y),f2(x, Y)) then 
1 . 





f;(x, Y1) -_Gx, Y2) _&(x9 Yl) -_I&% Y3) 
Y2 - Y3 i Yl -YY, Yl - Y3 II 
In [24] Mond and Pellikaan give a formula that includes the kernel rank 2 case as well, 
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based on the fitting ideals associated to the sheaff,Uz. (cf. Theorem 4.3 of [24]). However, 
the above formula suffices for our computations. 
The next invariant to look at is m,(f), the stable multiplicity. This invariant is used when 
n < p to ensure that our unfoldings satisfy the first condition of goodness (cf. 6.6). In this 
case m,(f) = S(f) 5 dimcQ(f), as a corollary of Fogarty’s result that HiZbc(Cz) is smooth. 
(This follows since it is known that there exists a stable unfolding offE O(2, 3) that contains 
the germ of Hilb a(f) (C’) at I(f) in its image. Hencefcan be deformed to a multi-germ with 
a multiple point of order S(f) and for these m,(f) = S(f) trivially.) 
For f~ 0(2,3) there are three strata to be considered. In the source there is D(f), the 
double point set, and in the target there isf(@‘) andf(D(f)). Since there are only three 
strata we simplify our notation somewhat. We denote mi(f, Cl) by mi(f(C’)) when Q = {l} 
and by mi(f(D(f))) when Q = {{l}, (1)). We denote mi(f; &) by mi(D(f)) where 
Q = Ul1, (111. 
Beginning with the target, there are three polar invariants associated withf(@*). They 
are mo(f(C2)), the multiplicity of f(@*) at 0, ml(f(@*)) and m2(f(@*)) (cf. 4.9 for the 
definition). Since f is birational onto its image for f finitely determined, m(f(C*),) is just 
4f*(m)O2) in 02. 
(Consider 1(f) =f*(m3)C02 and m3 in f(C”). By 8.1 we can choose a projection rc: 
C3 + C* such that deg nOfis e(f*(m,)lo,) and deg rrIf(C*) = m(f(C*),). Sincefis bira- 
tional, these 2 degrees are the same.) 
Since f* (m3) O2 can be generated by two elements in the kernal rank 1 case, by 8.2, 
e(f*(m3)02) = co-lengthf*(m3)0, which is S(f). 
To finish dealing with the polar invariants off(@*) it is necessary to use the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 8.3 (Le, Greuel). Let X1 be an i.c.i.s. with singularity at 0 E C”; let X be an i.c.i.s. 
dejined in X1 by& = 0, and letf,, . . . , fk- 1 be the generators of the ideal that dejines Xl at 
0 in C”. Then 
p(X1, 0) + ,4X, 0) = dim, 
0, 
(f-1, *. . ,_Ll,J(fl,. . .3X)) 
Proof. cf. [13]. 
This theorem will be a key tool in finding relations among our invariants; as a first 
example we have: 
PROPOSITION 8.4. Suppose f~0(2,3) is a jinitely determined germ. Then 
m2(f(@*)) + mdf 6’)) - 1 = ml(f (C*)). 
Proof. Select a linear projection p2: C3 + C* such that the degree of p21 f (C”) is the 
multiplicity off(C*) at 0, and the multiplicity of Pl(f(@*)) = ~(p2~f(@2)0) is ml(f(C2)). 
Let pl: @* + C be a linear projection such that the degree of p10p2(P1( f (@*)) is mi( f (@*)). 
(The projection p exists by [28] 5.1 p. 433.) We also require that pop2 be a generic projection 
for m2(f(@*)). 
Let 
Xl = (P1~P2~f)r1(o) 
x = (P2”f )- ‘(0) 
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* 
Then by 8.3 we have 
AXI) + P(X) = dim 
02 
hoP2d J CP2dl) 
But p(Xi) = m2(f(@‘)). For we have the commutative diagram 
where F is a versa1 unfolding off and F is a finite bimeromorphic map when restricted to 
WX(Pl~P2?m. 
Also, p(X) = (degree p2$) - 1. (Think of the Milnor fiber of X as a bouquet of 
O-spheres with 1 point in common; p(X) is the number of O-spheres.) 
Since f is bimereomorphic this is just m,,(f(C’)). 
Finally, by our genericity assumptions on pl, p2, the right-hand side of * is just 
m1(f(C2)). n 
Note that in the kernel rank 1 case, since m2(f(C2)) = 0 and m,,(f(C’),) = S(f), we 
have mi(f(C’)) = S(f) - 1. In the kernel rank 2 case, the constancy of m1(f(C2)) implies 
the constancy of mz(f(C2)), mo(f(C2)) since all these invariants are upper semi-continu- 
ous. 
The other stratum in the target is f(D(f)). This has dimension 1 so there are two 
invariants-m,(f(D(f))) and ml(f(D(f))). Since flD(f) - (0) is a 2-fold cover of 
f(D(f)) - (0) it follows that e((f*(m,))~,(~,,o) = 2mo(f(D(f))). 
To compute m, (f( D( f))), we take a versa1 unfolding F of f and consider F: 
D(F) c @‘XC’ + F(D(F)) c @“x C3. We know D(F) is a hypersurface in @“x C2, and 
FID(F) - S(D(F)) - S(F) is a 2 fold cover over F(D(F)) - S(F(D(F))). 
Choose p1 : C 3 -+ @, a generic linear projection for (F(D( F)), x,). To work directly with 
P,(F(D(F)), x,, Dl) (where D, is the kernel of pl) we must work with 
V(ns, PI)IF(NF)) - S(F(NF)))’ 
However, it is much easier to work with Z((n,, pl)OFID(F)), which is 
V((fi, Jx[plOF, fi]) where fi is the equation of D(F) (we include the singular set of D(F) in 
the critical set of (ns, pl)oFID(F)). This set has two advantages. It is in the source, and its 
equations are computable. Our strategy is to extract an invariant from it which will be 
simply related to m, (f(D(f))) and in fact which will control it. 
The degree of rc,l V(H, Jx[ploF, fi]) is just the colength of m, in the local ring of the 
source at (0,O) and this is just 
02 
eDu) = dimc (H, J[H, p1q-]) 
where H defines D(f). 
We then have the following relation between eD(f) and our other invariants. 
PROPOSITION 8.5. Suppose f~ O(2, 3), f finitely determined. Then eD(f) = 
6T(f) + 2ml(f(W))) + C(f). 
TOP 32:1-N 
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Proof: The components of Z’(H, J,[p,oF, %J) have dimension at least s. These com- 
ponents must lie in the closure of 
F-‘(P,(F(D(F)), n,, 01) u S(F(D(F)))) u S(FI(NF) - S(D(F)) )). 
Hence they have dimension s. 
In fact this union is equal to V. The Whitney umbrella pomts are dense in the third 
factor of the union, and a computation in normal form shows these points lie in V. At 
a point of the second factor, D(F) is either singular or FID(F) is not an immersion. 
This second factor has the property that the triple points of F are dense in every 
component of dimension s. To count the contribution of rc, restricted to these components 
we argue as follows: 
We can choose neighborhoods U1 of 0 in C” and U2 of 0 in @” x @’ such that each point 
in U1 has en(f) preimages in Vn Uz counted with multiplicity. If SE~~ is a generic 
parameter value close to 0, we have 
where S = rc; 1 (s) n V, z2 is the projection on the @’ factor of 6=” x C’,fs =f(s, .) and H, is 
the equation for D(h). 
Since s is a generic parameter value, we can assumef, is stable, hence over s in the target 
there are T(f) triple points. Over each of these in the source there are three reduced points; 
each of these contributes 
We can compute this last number using normal forms. We can assumef,(x, y) = (x, y, 0), 
H,(x, y) = x2 - y2, letting p1 = ux + j?y we see 
02 02 
dim (H,(x,y),JCH,,p,OL,) = dim(X2 _ y2,ccy + px) = 2 for all Q, A (CG B) # (@O). 
Hence the triple point component contributes 
2.3. T(f) 
to eD(f). A similar argument shows that F-‘(P1(F, xS, ill)) contributes 2 x m,(f(ll(f))), 
while the third factor of the union contributes C(f) to e&f). n 
Turning to the source there is only one stratum, D(f). Since D(f) is a plane curve, 
keeping the Milnor number of D(f) constant implies that D(F) is Whitney over T; this is 
equivalent o the constancy of mO(D(f)) and mi(D(f)). 
We apply the theorem of Le and Greuel again to obtain: 
PROPOSITION 8.6. Suppose feO(2,3) is a finitely determined germ. Then 
p(D(fO)) + 2mO(f(D(f ))) - 1 = eD(f 1. 
ProoJ Since f is finitely determined fi of F has the property that He = 0 is the defining 
equation of D(f) with the reduced structure. Hence 8.3 applies with 
Xl =D(f),X= V(H,,p,of), p,genericenoughtodefinee,(f),m,,(f(D(f))).Sowehave 
p(D(fO)) + pL(HO, Pl Of) = eD(f ). 
But AHO, pIof I- 1 = d&Ho, p1 Of) - 1 = 2mo(f(Wf ))) - 1. W 
Now we can put our three relations together to obtain the main theorem for this case. 
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THEOREM 8.7. Suppose f~ O(2, 3) is a jinitely determined germ and F = (t,ft) is a l- 
unfolding. Then F is Whitney equisingular along T iflen and ml(f;(@‘)) are constant. 
Prooj Suppose e&) and mi(ft(@‘)) are constant. Then, by 8.5, C(ft),‘T(fr) and 
ml(ft(D(f))) are constant. By 8.6 p(D(ft)), mo(ft(D(fr))) are constant. By 8.4 and hypo- 
thesis, mo(f,(C2)), m1(ft(C2)) and m2(f(C2)) are constant. Thus, it suffices to show F is 
good and to apply 7.1. 
Suppose F - ’ ( T) # T on any neighborhood of (0,O) in C x C2. If the points of 
F- ’ ( T)\ T lie in S(F), then C(J) must change at the origin so we can assume they lie in 
F-‘( T)\( TuS(F)). 
Consider the intersection off,(Cf) withf,(@g) where (t, X)E F-‘( T)\T. If the intersec- 
tion lies in S(ft(@ $)) then T(f,) is at least one dimensional, hence f would not be finitely 
determined if this held for all t close to zero. Ifi meets S(fr(Ci)) properly, then D(J), 
must have a singularity, hence p(D(ft)) must jump at 0. 
Considering the second condition for F to be good, we suppose it fails, so there exists an 
arc of points (t, y(t)) in C x C3, with (0,O) in their closure such thatf, is not a stable germ on 
f;‘(y(t)). Zff;‘(y(t)) consists of a single point or three or more points then y(t)e 
ft (S(f,)) uf,( T(t,)) so either C(f,) or T(ft) jumps at the origin. The only possibility not so 
eliminated is that f;‘(y(t)) consists of two points at which ft is an immersion, 
imDft(xl) = imDft(x2). 
We now show that x1 and x2 are singular points of D(J). It is easiest o see this by 
picking disjoint neighborhoods Ui of xi and choosing coordinates centered at xi so that 
hiu2 = (x29 Y2,f3(x2, Y2)) with Vf3(0, 0) = 0. 
Then the equations for D(J) in VI x V2 are 
1 
xi -x2=0 
Yl -Y2 =o 
f3 = 0 
So D(f;) has a singularity at (0,O) x (0,O) and D(J) sits in the diagonal of VI x V2. Since the 
projection onto either factor is an isomorphism when restricted to the diagonal, D(J) in C2 
has a singularity at xi. 
Hence the constancy of e&) implies that such an arc cannot exist in this case either. 
Hence F is good and 7.1 implies F is Whitney equisingular along T. 
Suppose F is Whitney equisingular along T. Then the first condition that F be good is 
trivial. 
On the other hand it is clear that the existence of an arc violating the second condition of 
goodness must give a l-dimensional stratum not equal to the Taxis. (This is obvious for 
points in the closure of S( F) and T(F) and by the above remarks now clear for those points 
with two preimages with the same image tangent plane.) Since F must be good the result 
now follows by 7.3. n 
COROLLARY 8.8. Supposef; F as above and F(@ x 4Z2) is Whitney equisingular along T. 
Then F is Whitney equisingular along T. 
Proof If F(@ x C2) is Whitney equisingular along T, there cannot be any l-dimensional 
strata except T. Further, F -‘( T) = T, for if not F(0 x @“) is analytically irreducible while 
F(t x c2) is not. Since f is finitely determined, any strata coming from 
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F(S( F)), T(F), S(D( F)) must be l-dimensional, hence cannot exist, if they are distinct from 
T. This implies F is good, hence mi(ft(D(ft))), mi(ff(@‘)), C(J), T(f,) are constant which 
implies e&) constant also so F is Whitney equisingular over T as well. n 
This last corollary can be seen as an analogue to the uniqueness of normalization 
theorem, which asserts that if two germs are analytically equivalent, then their normaliz- 
ations are & equivalent. Here f, for each t is a normalization of its image; the Whitney 
equisingularity of the images implies thef, are topologically & equivalent. 
In the case whenf has rank 1, we only need 1 invariant. 
COROLLARY 8.9. Suppose,f, F as above and f has rank 1 at the origin. Then F is Whitney 
equisingular along T ifSeD( f) is constant. 
Proof: By 8.4 and the remarks before 8.3, mi(ft(@*)) is constant iff S(f,) is constant. 
Coordinates can be chosen so that&, y) = (x,f2& y),f&(x, y)) wheref; is a l-parameter 
unfolding of a parametrization of an irreducible plane curve, C,. Let 8, denote the maximum 
number of nodes to which C, can be deformed. Then 2, is the multiplicity off,(l)(h)) at the 
origin, for moving a generic hyperplane slightly gives a deformation of C, in which the 
number of nodes that appear correspond to points of intersection of the generic hyperplane 
andf;(o(ft)). Now e,,(h) constant implies by 8.6 that both p(D(fr)) and 2, are constant. We 
know that p(D(ft)) constant implies F-‘(T) = T, hence if H, is a generic hyperplane 
through the origin in t x C3, F(U) n H, is irreducible at zero. This implies thatA n H, is 
a Whitney equisingular family of plane curves so m(ft(C*)n H,) = m(f(@‘)) is 
constant. n 
We end this section by considering a list of smooth normal forms of finitely determined 
germs in 9(2,3) of low codimension, and writing down the corresponding list of Co normal 
forms. 
The data below in Table 8.10 is due to David Mond and appears in [23]. 
This table gives normal forms for all finitely determined germs of kernel rank 1 in 0(2,3) 
which are simple or codimension I 6. The subscript after each type name indicates the 
SZ’, codimension of the family of that type. Thus, though each member of P3 has d, 
codimension 4, since there is a modulus in the family, the family has &, codimension 3. 
Table 8.10 
Normal form Name s/~ codim C T N 
(x7 YZY XY) 
(x,y’, y3 + x’+‘y), k > 0 
(x,y2,x2y + y”+‘)k > 2 
(x, Y2, XY3 + X’Y) 
(x7 Y2, x3 Y + Y5) 
(x, XY + Y3x-1, Y3) 
(x, XY + Y3, XYZ + CY4) 
c # 0, l/2, 1,312 
(x, xy + y3, xyz + 1/2y4 + y5) 
(x, xy + y3, xy* + 3/2y4 + y’) 
(x. XY + Y3, XY2 + Y4 + Y6) 
(x. xy + y3, xy* + y3k-5) 
(x, xy + y6 + by’, xy’ + y4 + cy6) 
6% XY + Y3, Y’) 















1 0 0 
k+l 0 0 
2 0 2k - 2 
k 0 2 
3 0 4 
2 k-l 0 
3 1 2 
3 1 4 
4 1 2 
3 2 2 
3 k-2 2(k > 3) 
3 4 2 
3 1 2 
4 1 2 
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The columns C, T, N are the values of C(f), T(f) and N(f) for the germs in the table. 
(N(f) is an invariant of Mend’s which is linked somehow to p(D(f))) Mond has shown 
([S]) that fe 8(2, 3) is finitely determined iff C(f), T(f) and N(f) are finite. 
The terms on this list form 3 groups according to their value of s(f). Group I consists 
of the first five germs, Group III consists of (x, xy + y6 + by’, xy’ + y4 + cy6) and 
Group II of the rest. 
Since any l-unfolding which is Whitney equisingular along T must preserve m0(f(C2)) 
which is 6(f) in the rank 1 case, we can consider only those unfoldings whose members tay 
in the same group. 
PROPOSITION 8.11. A l-unfolding of a map in Group I is Whitney equisingular along T ifs 
the unfolding preserves the type of the map. 
Proof: The Milnor numbers of D(f) for the various types are Cross-cap 
-O,&-k,Bk-2k-l,Ck-k,F4-6. 
Then it is easy to check that each type is distinguished by C(f) and p(D(f)). 
PROPOSITION 8.12. Germs of type T4 and P3 are topologically equivalent. If F is a l- 
unfolding of any of the other types of Group II which has all its members in Group II, then F is 
Whitney equisingular along T ifs the unfolding preserves the type of fO. 
Proof Consider the unfoldings F, = (t, x, xy + y’, xy2 + (c + t)y4) and F, = 
(t, x, xy + y3, txy’ + y”). We assume c # 0, l/2, 1,3/2. We will show these unfoldings are 
Whitney equisingular for t sufficiently small. 
The equation of the double point curve of F,,, is 
(1 - c)’ x3 + (c2 - c + 1) x2 y2 + (c2 + c) xy4 + c2 y6 = 0. 
While that of Fm,O is 
x3+xZy2+xy4+y6=o 
Since Fr,O is finitely determined for all c, it follows that D( F,,,) with this structure is reduced, 
hence has Milnor number 10. Using these equations to compute 2m0(F,,o(D(F,,o))) we find 
that this invariant has the constant value 6. Hence eD( F,,) is constant for all c, so all of the 
above unfoldings are trivial for t sufficiently small, hence all the germs Fe,0 for 
c # 0, l/2, 1, 312 are equivalent to each other. 
Germs of type HI, are distinguished from the other germs in this group by C. Germs of 
type P,(3/2), X4 and Q4, P,(l) have the same C and T invariants but no deformation exists 
from one element of the pair to the other because both members of each pair have the same 
zz’ codimension in Jk(2, 3) k large (Recall &‘,J f) = &,,,,d( f) + n for f finitely determined 
but not stable (cf. [29] p. 510)). 
It remains to consider the pair (P3, P,(l/2)). 
The leading term of the function defining D(F1,2,0) is 
1/4x3 + 3/4x2 y2 + 3/4xy4 + 1/4y6 = 1/4(x + y2)3 
hence the Milnor number of D(F,,2,z J ) ‘umps at 0, so this pair is distinct also. 
PROPOSITION 8.13. All germs of type R4 are equivalent to (x, xy + y6, xy2 + y4). 
Proof We want to show f0 = (x, xy + y6, xy2 + y’) is finitely determined. A computa- 
tion using the formula for T( fO) from the beginning of the section gives T( fO) = 4. Using the 
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formula for C(f) we find C(fO) = 3. To show& finitely determined it suffices to show N(f,) 
is finite. If N(f,) is infinite, then the equation for D(fO) in @ x @‘, obtained by setting 
f&, y) =fO(x, y’), subtracting and dividing by y - y’ cannot be reduced. For N(f,) = co 
implies there exists a singular component of D(fO) in @ x @‘. 
But the equations for D(fO) in @ x @’ are 
x + y5 + y4y’ + . . . + y’5 = 0 
x(y+y’)+y3+y2y’+...+yf3=0 
which reduce to - (y + y’) (y’ + . . . + Y’~) + y3 + . . . + yf3 = 0. 
Sincey3 +. . . + Y’~ is finitely $$? determined, it follows that this equation is reduced, and 
the Milnor number of D(fO) in @ x c2 is 4. Hencef, is finitely determined. The higher order 
terms of a representative of R, don’t affect this last computation, so all representatives 
fhave p(L)(f)) = 4 in @ x c2. 
By a proof analogous to 8.5 and 8.6 it is possible to prove 
PROPOSITION 8.14. Suppose fE 0(2,3) is ajinitely determined germ of kernel rank 1. Then 
AD,, xc2 (f )) + 2mo(f (D(f )) - 1 = 2ml(f;f (D(f ))) + C(f ). n 
Returning to the proof of 8.13 we see that 2mo(f(D( f))) = 12 forfo and all f of type R4. 
Now consider the unfolding F, = (t,f0 + t(0, aly7, a2P)). We know 
C, T(f ), ADe: X c2 (*)), mo(f (D(f )) are constant along T. By 8.14 it follows that 
m, (S, f (D( f ))) is constant on T as well, hence by 8.6eD is constant too. Then by 8.7F, is 
topologically trivial. The same argument clearly applies to show all members of R4 are 
equivalent to each other and hence to foe. n 
9. MAP GERMS f : C', 0 + C*, 0 
We repeat the analysis of Section 8 in this new context. 
For this class of germs there are two O-stable types, cusps and double-folds (normal 
crossings of the discriminant in the target). Following Rieger’s paper [26] we denote the 
corresponding invariants by c(f) and d( f ). S’ mce every singularity of & codimension > 2 
lies in the closure of one or the other of these types, the following proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Suppose f0 E 0(2,2) is aJinitely determined germ and F( t, x) = (t,f,(x)) 
is a l-unfolding offO. Then F is excellent @S(J), c(J) and d(J) and d(f,) are constant. n 
For fe0(2,2) there are three strata to consider: A(f) - (0}, S(f) - (0) and 
f -‘(A(f)) - S(f) - 101. (H ere we denote the discriminant off; which is also f (S( f )) by 
A(f).) We denote the closure of this last set by X(f). Thus, we have 6 more invariants to 
control. As in the previous section we control the invariants associated with S(f) and X(f) 
by controlling the Milnor numbers of these plane curves. 
Recall that if C is a plane curve with normalization C?, the invariant 8(C) is dime 2. 
Recall also that we have the relation 28(C) = p(C) + r(C) - 1 where r is the number of 
branches of C. The invariant $(A( f )) will turn out to classify kernel rank 1 germs. 
The first relation we want is: 
P~opos~-r~o~ 9.2. Suppose f E U(2, 2) is a finitely determined germ, p: c2 + @ a generic 
linear projection then 
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cL(Pof) +S(f) - 1 = %(f(S(f))). 
Proof: We apply 8.3 again. Choose p: C2 -+ C so that the degree of pi A(f) at zero is 
m(A(&). Then we have: 
~(pof) + ,Qi&) = dime (p 0fi(f)). 
, 
As before p(fi,f2) = e(fi,f2) - 1 = S(f) - 1, while dim, (p OfOJ(f)) is m(A(f)o) since 
2 
flS(f) is finite and bimeromorphic. n 
COROLLARY 9.3. Supposefhas rank 1 at 0, then m(A(f)e) = S(f) - 1. 
Proof Iff has rank 1, p can be chosen so that p “f is a submersion. n 
As in the last section, we change our notation slightly. We denote the first polar 
multiplicity associated to S(f) by mr(A(f)) and that associated to S(f) and X(f)) by 
mi(S(f)) and mi(X(f)). 
We next control j@(f)). 
PROPOSITION 9.4. Suppose fE 0(2,2) is a jinitely determined germ. Then 
.u(S(f)) + mo(A(f)o) - 1 = c(f) + ml(A(I)) = 4JCfl,JC~~f,JCfll). 
Proof. Choose p: C2 + @ a linear projection such that the degree of plA( f) gives 
mo(A( f )0) and p can be used to define mi(A( f )). 
Then we apply 8.3 with X1 = S(f), X = V(pof, J[f]). We obtain 
* p(S(f)) + p(~of;JCfl) = e(JCfl,JC~~f,JCfll). 
Then as before p(pof, J[f]) = mo(A(f)o) - 1. 
To understand the geometric significance of the right-hand side of * let f = (s,f(x, s)) be 
a versa1 unfolding ofJ and consider V( J [F”], J,[p 01 J[ f]]). The components of this set 
must have dimension at least s; they consist of the components of m and 
F”-‘(P,(A(F), 71,)) hence by the genericity of p and F they have dimension s. Since 
F” restricted to each type of component is bimeromorphic and finite, and the generic point of 
each component is reduced, as a computation shows, we have that 
deg ~~1 v = c(f) + ml (A(f )). 
But this degree is the right-hand side of our conclusion. 
For the rest of this section we let 6 denote 6( f ). Then we have 
COROLLARY 9.5. Supposef as above and the rankf at 0 is 1. Then p(S( f)) + 6 - 2 = c(f) 
and ml(A(f)) = 0. 
Proof: We can assume f has the form (x, f2(x, y)). Then 9.2 shows we can take pofto be 
02 
x and get m(A( f)). With this projection 9.4 implies p(S( f )) + 6 - 2 = dim ~ 
(Lvf,,) = c(f ). 
Now the other equality in 9.4 implies that c(f) = c(f) + ml (6( f )), so ml (A( f )) = 0. n 
Propositions 9.2 and 9.4 were also proved by Le and Greuel([14]). They also proved 
the following: 
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PROPOSITION 9.6. Let fE 0(2,2) be a jinitely determined germ, p: 6Z2 + C a generic 
projection for A( f ). Then 
AA(f)) + mdA(f)) - 1 = Wf) + Wf) + ml@(f)). n 
The next step is to control p( X( f )). We denote the function that defines X(f) by X0( f ). 
PROPOSITION 9.7. Let fe O(2, 2) be a jinitely determined germ, p: c2 --) @ a generic 
projection. Then 
AX(f)) + (6 - 2)mdNf))- 1 = (36 - 8)c(f) + (26 -W(f) + (6 - 2)mlMf)) 
= 4x&f ), JCPOJ; X0(f )I). 
ProoJ We have by 8.3 
AX(f )) + P(PO~; X0(f )) = e(X0(f ), JCpof, X0V)l). 
Since each point of the target off has 6 preimages when counted with multiplicity, the 
generic point of A(f) has 6 - 2 preimages in X(f). Thus, p(pof, X,(f)) = 
(6 - 2) (mO(Nf ))) - 1. 
Let F” be a versa1 unfolding of f, consider the degree of 1z, restricted to 
V(X,(k), J,[p of; X0( F”)]). This time there are five kinds of components. We describe the 
generic point of each type. 
The first group of components are those of F”-‘(P1 (A(F), rrS)). 
These components of V are reduced at their generic point and they contribute 
(6 - 2)ml (A( f )) to the degree of 7t,. 
There are two types of components of S(A(f)) of dimension s; the cusps C and normal 
crossings D. Each gives rise to two types of components of V. For C, the first type 
corresponds to Vnm, the second type to f-‘(C)n(X(F”) - S’*‘(F”)). The S’,‘(F) 
component of V.contributes c(f) reduced points to the degree of rr,. To find the multiplicity 




x3 + 914 f + xy ( > 
2 
(x + Y2)2 
= x + 1/4y2 = 0. 
Then the colength we want is that of 
( 2L 
x + 1/4y , J x + 1/4y2, ax + b f + xy 
(3 >1> 
which is 1 for a generic choice of a, b. 
Considering the second kind of component, each (s, x) E C(F) has 6 - 3 preimages in 
@” x @‘\C(@; an argument similar to the above shows that each component has multipli- 
city 3 in V. Hence the cusps contribute (3(6 - 3) + l)c( f) to the degree of n,. 
The first kind of double fold component consists of points of X(F”) n (S(F”) - S’,‘(F”)). 
Generically, these are smooth points of X(F”) which are fold points for the map 
FIX(F) + A(F). A computation as above shows these have multiplicity 1 in V, and each 
point of D(F) gives 2 such points. 
The second kind of double fold component lies in f- ’ (D(F))\ S( F). Each point of D(F) 
yields 6 - 4 such points. At a generic point of this type X(f) is given by 0 = x2 - y2 and the 
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colength we want is that of (x’ - y’, J [x’ - y2, ax + by]) which is 2. Thus the degree of 
(3(6 - 3) + l)c(f) + (2(6 - 4) + 2)d(f) + (6 - 2)mi(A(f)), 
;;d -:)c(f) + (26 - 6)d(f) + (6 - 2)ml(A(f)). 
which gives 
n 
COROLLARY 9.8. Suppose f has rank 1 at 0, f as above. Then 
u(X(f )) + (6 - 1)(6 - 2) - 1 = (36 - 8)c(f) + (26 - 6)d(f). 
Proof: Follows from 9.3, 9.5, 9.7. n 
THEOREM 9.9. Suppose fE cO(2,2) is a Jinitely determined germ, and F a l-unfolding off 
Then F is Whitney trivial tr p(A,(f,)) is constant ifl d(f,), 4JM1, JCpof,, JCfrll) are 
constant. 
Proof. We have A(F) is Whitney over Tiff p(A(fr)) IS constant. Hence by 9.6 p(A(ft )) 
constant ac(ft),d(f,),m,(A(f,)) constant, which implies e((J[fr],J[poft,J[ft]])) con- 
stant by 9.4. On the other hand e(.J[ft], J[pof,, J[ft]]) constant implies c(J), mi(A(J)) 
constant again by 9.4, and together with d(J) constant this implies p(A(ft)) constant. 
Thus the constancy of d(L), 4JC_fJ, JCp”h, JCfrll) implies P(W)), ,Wh)) and 
,u(X(ft)) and S(J) (by 9.2) constant. Hence F is Whitney trivial by 7.1. 
If F is Whitney equisingular, then A(F) is Whitney equisingular over T, hence p(A(ft)) is 
constant. n 
COROLLARY 9.10. Suppose f, F as above, rank off at 0 is 1. Then the following are 
equivalent 
(i) F is Whitney equisingular over T 
(ii) s(A(l;)) is constant 
(iii) c(J), d(J) are constant. 
Proof: Suppose (i) holds, then p(A(J;)) is constant which implies s(A(ft)) is constant 
also. 
Suppose (ii) holds. 
Subtracting the conclusion of 9.4 from 9.6 we obtain 
c((A(.L)) = cl(S(ft)) = 2c(f,) + 2KL). 
Dividing by 2 and using the identity 26 = p + r - 1 we obtain 
s(A(.L)) = c(J) + d(J) + @S(f,)). 
Hence the constancy of @A(&)) implies c(A), d(f;), &S(J)) constant. 
Suppose (iii) holds. 
Since the rank off at 0 is 1, by 9.6 the constancy of c(h) and d(f,) implies p(A(f;)) 
constant, hence F is Whitney equisingular along T by 9.9. n 
COROLLARY 9.11. Supposef; F as above. Then F is Whitney equisingular along T zJj-A(jj) 
is homeomorphic to A( fO) for all t close to zero. 
Proof: Suppose A(J) is homeomorphic to A( fO). Then p(A(f,)) is constant for all t close 
to 0, so F is Whitney equisingular along T. The other implication is trivial. 
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Corollary 9.11 is an analogue to the theorem of [S] which asserts that “good germs” in 
o(n, n) which have isomorphic discriminants are z! equivalent. 
We now apply our results to the list of Rieger, which gives normal forms for some 
finitely determined germs of kernel rank 1 in 0(2,2). Rieger proves that the set of rar x 
1 germs in the complement of those he classified has codimension seven in 0(2,2). (cf [26].) 
We give a preparatory proposition first. 
Let fk = (x, yk + xy); the second component of fk is weighted homogeneous with 
wt x = k - 1, WC y = 1. 
PROPOSITION 9.12. Suppose g = (x, g2(x, y)), wt(g2(x, y) - yk + xy) > k. Then g is Co 
equivalent to fk. 
Proof: Consider the unfolding F(t, x, y) = (t&(x, y) + t(g(x, y) -fk(x, y))). We show 
F is topologically trivial by showing c(J), d(J) constant for all t. 
We have 
cm = dime ((1 - t) c/i), - Q2)y, (1 - t) uc)yy - ~kl2M’ 
The initial forms of (x + kyk-’ + t(gz - (y’ + xy)),), (k - l)kyk-2 + 
t(g2 - (yk + xy)),, with respect o the weight filtration are x + kyk-’ and ykm2, hence c(h) 





2 ky:-‘-ky;-l (y:(k)+y:)-(-y:(k)+&)) 
Yl -Y2 ' Yl - Y2 > 
= i dim, 02 L (k - 1) (k - 2) 
(y:-2+...+y:-2,y:-‘+...+y$-l)=2 
Adding higher weight terms tofo doesn’t change the initial forms of the ideal used to 
define d(f,), hence d(J) = d(f,). n 
This result could also have been proved using results of Damon [15]. 
In Table 9.13 below we have Rieger’s list of normal forms with the results of his 
calculations of their associated invariants. 
In Table 9.14 we have a list of Co normal forms for the germs classified in 9.13. 
Note that Rieger’s classification is over Iw; over @ the + signs in 4k, 6, S,_lO, 13 and 16 
are not relevant. 
The first five types are the same. Types 6,7 of 9.13 are Co equivalent by 9.10 since there 
is a c(A), d(J) constant unfolding from type 7 to type 6. These types give type 6 in 9.14. By 
a similar argument ypes 8,9 of 9.13 give type 7 in 9.14, type 10 of 9.13 simplifies to 8 in 9.14. 
Each type in the family 1 12k+ 1yields a type in 92k+ 1 in 9.14. The germ of type 11 7 has the 
same cusp and double fold numbers as types 6,7 but cannot be deformed to a germ of 
type 6, 7. 
Since there is a c, d constant unfolding from type 14 to types 12, 13, these types are all Co 
equivalent and yield type 10 on 9.14. The same argument applies to types 16, 17 and yields 
type 11 on 9.14. Since the values of c, d are independent of c1 in type 15, this reduces to type 
12 in 9.14. Except for exceptional values of the moduli the germs in the families 18 and 19 
are all equivalent to the germs of type 13 and 14 respectively of 9.14. 
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Type s (x3 Y) 
(J?-) 








(X! XY + Y") 
(x. Y3 f XkY), k > 1; 





5 (x, XY + Y4) 3 
6 (x,xY+YsfY7) 4 
7 (X,XY + YS) 5 
8 (x. XY + Y6 f y* + ay9) 5*t 
9 (x. XY + Y6 + Y9) 6 









+ ay’O + By”) 
(x, xy2 + y4 + y=+ ‘b 
k>l 
k-i-2 Y 4 1 1 
(x, XY2 + Y5 + Y6) 5 
(x, XY2 + y5 + Y9) 6 
(x, XY2 + Y5) 7 
(X, Xy* + y6 + y’ + Ky9) 6*t 
(x, X2Y + Y4 f Y5) 5 
(x, X2Y + Y-7 6 
(x,x2 y + xy3 6*t 
19 
+ ay5 + y6 + By’) 
(x, x3 y + ax2y2 
+ y4 + x3y2) 
6t n 4 4* 3’ 
3 
k-l 
:(k - 1) 
k/2 
4 0 0 2 1 
5 0 0 3 3 
5 0 0 3 3 
6 0 0 4 6 
6 0 0 4 6 
7 0 0 5 10 
5 1 1 
5 1 1 
5 1 1 
6 1 1 
4 2 1 
4 2 1 
s 3* 2’ 
1 0 
k 0 










*excluding exceptional values of the moduli. 
tcodimension of stratum. 
Table 9.14 

















(4 XY + Y3) 
(4 Y" + XkY) 
(x3 XY + Y4) 
(x, XY + Y 5, 
(x7 XY + Y6) 
(4 XY + Y') 
(x,~y~+y~+y*~+~)k~2 
k XY2 + YS) 
6% X2Y + Y') 
(x9 XY2 + Y6 + Y') 
(x, x2y + xy3 + y5) 
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It is worth noting that the machinery of Damon [4] gives most of these results, but does 
not give the results for type 15 and type 19. 
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